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Abstract 
The aim of this work is to provide future parents and teachers of bilingual 

children with a theoretical survey of bilingualism. In the theoretical part I introduce 

bilingualism as a more general phenomenon and then in connection with raising 

children in a bilingual family. I also cover linguistic issues, biculturalism and effects 

of bilingualism on children. The practical part is presented in a case study of four 

siblings aged three, five, seven and nine who come from a Czech-American family 

living in the Czech Republic. On the basis of my observations and study of 

appropriate literature, I came to a conclusion that besides the conflict of two cultures, 

in which bilingual children grow up, these children go through specific stages of 

their language development, which is accompanied by particular mistakes in either of 

their two languages. Teachers at schools do not know about these points at issue and, 

therefore, do not consider the developmental mistakes of bilingual children when 

assessing them according to the 'monolingual norms'. 

Cílem této diplomové práce je poskytnout budoucím rodičům a učitelům 

bilingvních dětí přehled týkající se teorie bilingvismu. V teoretické části představuji 

bilingvismus jako obecnější jev a dále pak v souvislosti s výchovou dětí v bilingvní 

rodině. Také se zabývám lingvistickými otázkami, dvojí kulturou a vlivy bilingvismu 

na dítě. Praktická část je uvedena ve formě případové studie čtyř sourozenců 

pocházejících z česko-americké rodiny žijící v České republice. Na základě 

pozorování a studia odborné literatury jsem dospěla k závěru, že kromě konfliktu 

dvou kultur, v nichž bilingvní děti vyrůstají, prochází tyto děti určitými stádii 

jazykového vývoje, který je doprovázen specifickými chybami v obou jazycích. 

Učitelé na školách o této problematice mnoho neví a tudíž neberou v potaz vývojové 

chyby bilingvních dětí při jejich hodnocení podle 'monolingvních norem'. 

Key words 
bilingualism - family bilingualism - bilingual upbringing and strategies - bilingual 

types - language choice - language development - interference - code-switching -

school achievement - biculturalism 
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Introduction 
I decided to write about bilingualism in 2004, when I studied in Finland, a 

multilingual country itself, where I attended courses on bilingualism and second 

language acquisition. During the lectures I learned that for future teachers it is 

important to be aware of the developmental and personal processes in a bilingual 

child. Especially interesting 1 found the facts about language development - code-

switching and language choice of children that grow up in a bilingual family. Also, 

among my friends and family, there are many people who grew up bilingually and 

who had to face various problems when they were children - from being 

misunderstood or unfairly assessed at school. 

The aim of this thesis, therefore, is to provide the reader with a theoretical 

outline of the phenomenon of bilingualism, as it is studied by psychologists, 

linguists, sociologists and educationalists, focusing on a specific kind - family 

bilingualism and to introduce a case study of bilingual children and to draw attention 

to their needs. Since there is not enough literature on bilingual upbringing available 

in the Czech Republic, this thesis is directed especially to parents who think of 

bringing up their children bilingually and to teachers who will very probably have to 

deal with bilingual children in their classes. 

Because I did not have the opportunity to study language development and 

other aspects of bilingual upbringing in one child during his or her childhood, I 

decided to observe more children of different ages and describe their languages and 

behaviour in the developmental stages according to their age. To ensure as similar 

conditions of bilingual upbringing as possible I resolved to do my study about four 

siblings, aged three, five, seven and nine, from a Czech-American family living in 

the Czech Republic, who have all the same background. All the first names used in 

this thesis are fictitious. 

The theoretical part of my thesis is divided into five chapters, starting with 

the general overview of the study of bilingualism - definitions, origins and types; a 

chapter on bilingual upbringing - strategies and rules, types of acquisition, reading 

and writing, types and problems of a bilingual family; language of a bilingual -

mother tongue, language development, language choice and code-switching; 
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biculturalism and, finally, a chapter on the effects of bilingualism on children -

attitudes towards bilingualism, cognitive development, school achievement, 

advantages and myths about bilingualism. 

On the basis of the theoretical background, in the practical part presented as a 

case study, I would like to characterize each child according to various aspects of 

bilingual upbringing, such as language - language choice, interference and code-

switching; school achievement; effects of bilingualism and biculturalism, which will 

be described by the data I gained during my study. 

I used methods of observation, interviews with the parents, the children, their 

nanny and their teachers. I also analysed the children's work. I spent in average three 

hours a week for seven months with the whole family, children or each child 

separately. I witnessed the children's out-of-school activities, their interaction with 

both Czech and English-speaking friends. The family kindly accepted me and 

involved me in various family activities. 

For my work 1 studied appropriate literature on the phenomenon of 

bilingualism and bilingual upbringing. However, especially the literature about 

family bilingualism is not sufficient in Europe and the sources from the USA or 

Canada are not available. Therefore, I will refer only to a limited set of authors. 
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Theoretical part 

1. Bilingualism 

Because more than half the population is bilingual, is it important to be aware 

of it, as it influences various aspects of our lives, especially education. In this chapter 

I will introduce a number of definitions of bilingualism and a bilingual person, as the 

approaches towards this phenomenon are not unified. Also, the origins of 

bilingualism, that is, the ways people can become bilingual, and the various types of 

bilingualism, which are distinguished according to aspects of age, time or 

environment of acquisition will be discussed. 

"As bilingualism defies delimitation, it is open to a variety of descriptions, 

interpretations and definitions" (Hoffmann 1991: 14). Researchers perceive the 

concept of bilingualism from various points of view, also because, as it is noted by 

Mackey (1968: 583. In Hoffmann 1991: 7), the field of bilingualism is inter-

disciplinary, i.e. it is studied by sociologists, psychologists, linguists and educators. 

Bilingualism is a world wide phenomenon which includes individuals, 

families and whole communities (Hoffmann 1991: 8). According to a Slovak linguist 

Jozef Stefanik (2000: 12), world researchers started to be interested in bilingualism 

around the 20's of the twentieth century - the highest interest of linguists and 

psychologists was in the influence of bilingualism on the cognitive development and 

intelligence of an individual. And since the first results of these studies revealed that 

bilingualism is something harmful or negative - bilinguals were considered lacking 

the ability to make themselves understood, stammering more often or being less 

intelligent. 

Most of the negative results and attitudes (see Chapter 5) arose from 

prejudices and the inconsistencies and errors in researches - such as when 

monolinguals were compared with immigrant children who did not yet fully 

command the language of the majority. However, the change was, so to say, set in by 

the research of E. Peal and L. Lambert in 1962, which revealed that a group of 

bilinguals had better results in verbal and non-verbal intelligence tests than a 
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monolingual group. Positive influences of bilingualism have been taken into 

consideration since then (Stefanik 2000: 12-14). 

1.1 Definitions 
Simple definition of bilingualism and a bilingual could be that it "refers to the 

phenomenon of competence and communication in two languages. A bilingual 

individual is someone who has the ability to communicate in two languages 

alternately. Such an ability or psychological state in the individual has been referred 

to as bilinguality" (Hamers and Blanc 2000. In Lam 2001: 93). We will, however, 

look at it in more detail. 

1.1.1 Who can be called 'a bilingual'? 
As mentioned above, to define bilingualism is, in a way, a problem, for it 

could be seen from many different points of view. Simply, it could be defined as 

knowledge of two languages. But what the level of knowledge should be, so that we 

could speak about someone as being bilingual is still under discussion. Some 

researchers would say that bilingualism is the native-like knowledge of the two 

languages (usually as having two mother tongues), some would include any level of 

knowledge of another language at which an individual is able to function (or even 

these whose command of the one language is passive). 

According to Stefanik (2000: 16), a person who occurs anywhere between 

these two poles is often called a bilingual. He adds, nevertheless, that what matters 

in deciding about who is or who is not a bilingual is the way or the process of 

learning (acquiring) the two languages: whether it is at home (the natural way of 

acquisition), in the surroundings of their friends or at school. Another factors that he 

mentions are age, succession (when the languages were learned - at the same time or 

one after another), motivation and purpose of the usage of either language. 

1.1.2 What is bilingualism? 
Describing bilingualism should include answers to four questions about the 

following aspects of bilingual command of two languages: degree - proficiency, how 

well the languages are known, Junction - what the usage of each language is. 
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alternation - to what extent the speaker alternates between the two languages and 

interference - to what extent the speaker keeps the two languages separate, or if they 

are merged (Mackey 1967: 555. In Hoffmann 1991: 12). 

According to Hoffmann (1991: 31), bilingualism is a relative concept and 

rather than trying to make people lit into definitions, she recommends defining an 

individual bilingual by a "bilingual profile" which deals with these aspects: 

1. language development, i.e. acquisition, maintenance and/or loss of LI and 

L21; 

2. sequential relationship of LI and L2, i.e. whether they are acquired 

simultaneously or subsequently; 

3. language competence, i.e., degree of proficiency in LI and L2, and language 

dominance; 

4. functional aspects of language use: what, when and to whom LI and L2 are 

used; 

5. linguistic features, such as code-switching, borrowing and interference; 

6. attitudes towards LI and L2, speakers of LI and L2, and bilingualism itself, 

7. internal and external pressures (motivational, social, psychological, perhaps 

others); 

8. environmental circumstances surrounding the bilingual; 

9. biculturalism, that is, degree of familiarity with the cultures of LI and L2. 

For our purposes I will introduce a part of a definition of bilingualism (the 

ability...) and a bilingual speaker as it is used by Stefanik (2000: 17): a bilingual is an 

individual who has the ability to use two languages alternately in communication 

with others, depending on the situation and environment in which the communication 

takes place; this individual does not necessarily have to use both languages every day 

and one of the languages may be dominant to some extent. However, to this 

definition I will add that this command of two languages should be native-like. 

1 Ll - first/native language, L2 - second language 
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In my work I will be considering bilingualism mostly as the family type - that 

is, a situation when the child acquires the two languages at home by the parents 

(whose mother tongues are different), the degree of the child's proficiency in both 

languages would be native-like and he or she will be able to use the languages 

alternately, according to the situation. 

To understand the question of bilingualism better, it is necessary that we see it 

in a larger sense, therefore, in the following sections we will consider its origins and 

typology in general. 

1.2 Origins of bilingualism 
People become bilingual due to many reasons. Not only are they born to 

parents who speak each different languages as their mother tongues, but there are 

other aspects that launch bilingual development in an individual. Besides Romaine, 

Stefanik and Siguan and Mackey, ways of becoming bilingual were studied also by 

CJrosjean (1982: 170), who says that it is lead by such factors as "movement of 

peoples, nationalism and political federalism, intermarriage, the plurality of linguistic 

groups within a region, urbanization and education." He talks about the 'origins of 

bilingualism', which he further divides and describes as follows (Grosjean 1982: BO-

SS): 

1. Movement of peoples 

There are many reasons of migration - military, economic, educational, 

political, religious, natural catastrophe. "One usual outcome is that 

bilingualism develops when the group contacts the people who already live in 

the area of migration." Also, migration often gives rise to intermarriages, 

which increase the likelihood of bilingualism in the family. 
2. Nationalism and political federalism 

"Nationalistic attitude toward language often leads to the spread of a national 

language in preference to regional languages, and this in turn leads to 

bilingualism if some inhabitants speak a native language as well as the 

national language." 
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3. Education and culture 

There have been languages and cultures that are or were dominant (Greek as 

the language of education and culture in the Roman Empire, e.g.) and today 

many people are educated in their non-native language and travel abroad for 

their studies in other languages. 

4. Other reasons - industrialization, urbanization, religion 

Both industrialization and urbanization often lead to the rise of bilingualism, 

as people of different mother tongues use a lingua franca, which does not have 

to be their native language, at work. If a religion is connected with one 

language, then the spread of this religion may cause the uprise of bilingualism 

too. 

1.3 Types of bilingualism 
Researchers assign various typologies, therefore, here is an outline of types ot 

bilingualism as I put them together, according to the most common ones as 

introduced by Grosjean, Hoffmann, Stefanik, Siguan and Mackey. I will also use this 

typology in the practical part of my work, when I will be describing the four 

observed bilingual children. 

The typology should start with the basic distinction between individual 

bilingualism - bilingualism that is connected with an individual within a particular 

society (monoligual or bilingual) and societal bilingualism, which can be defined as 

a situation, when all members of a certain society speak two different languages. It is 

obvious that individual bilingualism is a part of societal bilingualism (Stetanik 

2000). 

According to the relationship between the two language systems, Stetanik 

(2000) distinguishes between coordinate and compound bilingualism - the child 

learns two languages in the same context, usually by parents of different mother 

tongues. The bilingual individual then uses two functionally independent language 

systems, that is, one language form represents one meaning in the bilingual's mind 

(the English form 'plane' will represent a meaning for a plane connected with 

English, whereas the Czech form 'letadlo' will represent a meaning for a plane 

connected with Czech). Coordinate bilingualism, on the other hand, is a situation, in 
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which the child learns two languages in different environments. Here, the bilingual 

individual has one common language meaning for two language forms (Stefanik 

2000: 19). 

When one of the two languages (or only certain skill of the one language) is 

acquired and mastered to a greater extent than the other one, we talk about dominant 

bilingualism. It can be caused by either the fact that one of the languages is too 

difficult to internalize (Grosjean 1982: 188) or that the child simply needs one of the 

two languages more. Balanced bilingualism would then be a case of a bilingual 

individual, whose mastery of both languages is even (this is usually the situation of 

family bilingualism, when the child acquires the two languages simultaneously from 

the parents whose mother tongues are different). 

According to function and usage of the two languages, bilingualism is often 

divided into productive (active) and receptive (passive) bilingualism (Hoffman 1991: 

24). Productive (active) bilingualism is the case when an individual is able to 

understand and speak the two languages, but also read and write in them. Receptive 

(passive) bilingualism concerns an individual's ability to understand the second 

language in either written or spoken form. If one of the two languages commanded 

by a bilingual is not being used for a long time, loss of writing and possibly reading 

skills may occur, but this person will probably still be able to understand it. Such 

situation can also be called receptive bilingualism (Stefanik 2000:21). 

The difference between the ability to speak one language and to understand it 

is represented by asymmetric bilingualism It is a kind of receptive bilingualism -

usual examples would be of bilingual childen who can speak one language better 

than they can understand it. This is usually caused by the unsound use of the 'one 

parent - one language' strategy, when the child only aquires the one language 

unexceptionally from the one parent. The child then gets used to the parent's way of 

speaking, but when travelling and meeting with other speakers of the language, 

incomplete understanding may occur. This may, however, be only a temporary stage, 

after some time the child will get used to other ways people speak (Stefanik 2000: 

21). 
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In respect to time of language acquisition, it is often distinguished between 

simultaneous - the child acquires the two languages at the same time, and successive 

bilingualism - one language is acquired first and only after that the second language 

is learned. These bilingual types will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 2. 

Considering the extent to which the two languages influnce one another, we 

talk about additive and subtractive bilingualism. For both, the languages are learned 

or acquired one after another. We talk about subtractive bilingualism, when the later 

language negatively interferes with the first language (and sometimes replaces it), 

whereas additive bilingualism is considered with no negative influence of the later 

language on the first one, but it rather enriches the individual's vocabulary and social 

and cognitive skills. 

Depending on the context and environment, some researchers talk about 

natural (primary) and school (cultural) bilingualism (Skutnabb-Kangas: 1984. In 

Stefanik 2000: 22). Natural bilingualism is when a child acquires both languages 

either subsequently or at the same time in a bilingual family or society through 

everyday contacts with native speakers. School (cultural) bilingualism is referred to 

as a situation in which an individual learns a second language at school with rare 

opportunity to communicate in this language. The difference here is not only in the 

environment, but also in the way of mastering the second language. Within the 

natural bilingualism (either simultaneous or successive) the second language is 

acquired, whereas within the school (cultural) bilingualism it is learned in an 

unnatural school environment (Stefanik 2000: 22). 

According to Stefanik (2000), when one or both parents talk to the child in a 

language that is not their mother tongue, we talk about an intentional or artificial 

bilingualism. Parents establish conditions in the family, in which the child has the 

opportunity to acquire two languages. If the parents (in a mixed marriage) decide to 

talk to the child in one of the parent's language only (the one that is minority in the 

environment, usually) and leave the other language to be acquired from other 

relatives and friends outside the family (if an American-Czech family living in the 

Czech Republic decides to use English at home only, e.g.), this bilingualism would 

be considered intentional too. 
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However, this type of bilingualism may not lead to success, if it is approached 

inaccurately. Also, many psychologists do not favour this method of bilingual 

upbringing, though there are cases of success (Stefanik 2000: 28). The truth is that 

the one parent who speaks his or her non-native language to the child can make 

mistakes in pronunciation, vocabulary use etc. Therefore, it is necessary that the 

child gets in touch with people for whom this language is their mother tongue. 

Stefanik (2000: 29) says, that though this type of bilingualism is sometimes called 

'artificial', as if it was something unnatural, the level of acquisition resembles the 

natural bilingualism, since the childred are exposed to both languages since they 

were born. 

Today the most common division of bilingualism depends on the age of 

acquisition. We distinguish infant bilingualism (concerns small children and their 

acquisition of two languages right from their birth), child bilingualism (older 

children who acquire or learn a second language in nursery schools or at schools), 

adolescent bilingualism (adolescents who learn a second language during puberty) 

and adult bilingualism (learning a second language during adult age) (Stefanik 2000: 

24). Bilingualism connected with children is sometimes called ascribed or early 

bilingualism, whereas the terms achieved or late bilingualism indicate acquisition 

during older age (Hoffmann 1991: 33). 
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2. Raising children in a bilingual family 
In this chapter, I will discuss various strategies of bilingual upbringing in 

families and its pros and cons, together with the more detailed view of the 

simultaneous and successive acquisition. Also, I will consider the process of learning 

to read and write in bilingual children, as it is described and suggested by Stefanik 

(2000). Because the process of bilingual ubringing should be planned, after 

introducing the different types of bilingual family and its problems, advice for 

parents, who want to raise their children bilingually, will be discussed. 

2.1 Strategies 
The two most common ways a child becomes bilingual are: I) the child is 

born in a family where one parent speaks one language and the other speaks another 

one - this is considered as the way that leads to the rise of natural infant bilingualism 

or 2) the child becomes immigrant and speaks one language at home (mother tongue) 

and the other at school and with friends - the majority language of the country to 

which the family immigrated. 

Concerning bilingual raising of children, Grosjean (1982: 169) talks about a 

"planned affair". A family that decides to raise their offspring with two languages 

should think about the way they want to introduce them to the child to attain 

successful development of the languages in the child's mind. Grosjean (1982: 173-

174) describes five strategies of planned bilingualism in the family: 

1. 'one person - one language' (this formula was proposed by Grammont, a 

French linguist): with this strategy there could be a short period of mixed 

language, but it is usually highly successful, it "allowed each parent to 

communicate with the child in his or her native language, thereby ensuring 

naturalness in communication while making the child bilingual," 

2. 'home - outside home' strategy represents the use of one language at home 

(usually the minority language) and the other outside home, while there is a 

rule that everyone must speak the home language at all times at home, 

3. use of one language with the child initially and then introducing the other 

language later at a certain age (between three and five, e.g.). 
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4. 'free alternation of languages' represents the use of the two languages 

interchangably in and out of the family (factors as topic, situation, person, 

and place determine the language choice), 

5. use of 'language time' approach represents the use of one language in the 

morning and the other in the afternoon, or one language during the week and 

the other during the weekend. 

The success of these strategies differs and is also based on the individual. 

What works with one child does not work with the other. However, according to 

Grosjean (1982: 174), the more unnatural the strategy is, the less successful outcome 

it has. 

The reason why the 'language time' approach is not very successful is that it 

is based on a specific time of the day or week and introducing the other language 

later can only be successful if the child is provided with a "well-organized and quite 

large ethnic community, so that [the child] is exposed to the minority language in and 

out of the home" (Grosjean 1982: 174). The success of the 'home - outside home' 

strategy is also influenced by the outside community together with the usage of the 

home language by siblings and the possibility to hear it on radio and TV (Grosjean 

1982). 

The 'one person - one language' strategy has some potential problems when 

the majority language becomes dominant and the minority language is "looked down 

upon" by the majority language speakers. The most natural approach is the 'free 

alternation of languages', yet, it "suffers from the fact that the majority language 

may slowly become dominant as the child brings home school friends and spends 

more time at school and in the majority language community" (Grosjean 1982: 174-

5). 

There are different ways children become bilingual and therefore also 

different outcomes. According to Romaine (1995: 240), "separation of the two 

languages either by person (i.e. 'one person - one language') or context (i.e. 'one 

environment - one language', that is the 'home - outside home' strategy in Grosjean)" 

have been considered as the more successful ways of bilingual upbringing, though it 

has not been found that other strategies would have necessarily bad results. 
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2.2 Types of acquisition 
McLaughlin (1978. In Grosjean 1982: 179) describes two types of language 

acquisition by bilingual children - simultaneous and successive: "a child who 

acquires two languages before the age of three is regarded as doing so 

simultaneously, whereas a child who acquires one language in infancy and the 

second after age three is considered to be doing so successively". However, the 

degree of bilingualism does not stem from whether the acquisition was simultaneous 

or successive, but rather from certain psychosocial factors (the use of the language at 

home, with friends or at school etc.). 

As mentioned above, when children acquire two languages at the same time 

and when they are expesed to these languages before the age of three, we talk about 

simultaneous acquisition. This type of acquisition may be influenced by various 

aspects, such as the choice of strategy the parents want to follow during the bilingual 

upbringing, the attitudes towards bilingualism and bilinguals, the child's mental, 

social and cognitive abilities and aptitude, etc. The process of acquisition is 

characterized by developmental stages - Grosjean (1982: 181) lists aspects of 

bilingual development during simultaneous acquisition as follows: 

• initial mixed language stage 

• slow separation of the two language systems and increasing awareness of 

bilingualism 

• influence of one language on the other when the linguistic environment 

favours one language 

• avoidance of difficult words and constructions in the weaker language 

• rapid shift from one language dominance to the other when the environment 

changes 

• final separation of the sound and grammatical systems but the enduring 

influence of the dominant language on the other in the domain of vocabulary 

and idioms 

It was found that "language acquisition process is the same in its basic 

features and in its developmental sequence for the bilingual child and the 
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monolingual child. The bilingual child has the additional task of distinguishing the 

two language systems..." (McLaughlin 1978: 91-92. In Grosjean 1982: 182). 

The most usual example of succcssive acquisition is when the bilinguals are 

"members of linguistic minorities who acquire their first language in the home and 

immediate community and their second language when they enter school" (Grosjean 

1982: 191). Their command of the second language can only be native-like, when it 

is first introduced to them during earlier childhood. With later second language 

exposure, we would talk about successive acquisition as about 'second language 

acquisition'. 

2.3 Reading and writing 
Children usually start reading between ages six and seven. They start with 

listening to their parents' reading, they learn short riddles and poems by heart and 

later they begin with their own attempts to read letters, words and then whole 

sentences. According to Stefanik (2000), bilingual children can learn to read in both 

languages at the same time (which is rather rare) or they first learn to read in one 

language and later in the second. In this situation, it is usually said that the stronger 

language, in which the child feels more confident or the language of the family (in 

case of immigrants it is the minority language, because learning to read in a language 

that is not mastered well enough by the child would be of no use) should be chosen 

for beginning with learning to read. The skills which the child acquires during 

learning to read in the first language can be then used with the other language; 

reading in both languages should be one of the parents' goals, because reading in two 

languages helps to build up the child's vocabulary and introduce both cultures in 

greater detail than only indirectly by their parents (Stefanik 2000). 

As Stefanik (2000: 54) further says, learning to write takes more time than 

reading and is accompanied by more mistakes during the first stages and it is 

therefore important not to stress the child because of mistakes and 'ugly writing', but 

rather encourage the child's motivation and pleasure in writing in both languages. 

Problems with reading and writing are not usually caused by bilingualism, but more 

often by negative attitudes towards these activities or by some disfunctions (Stefanik 
2000: 54-55). 
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Stefanik (2000: 55) concludes that reading and writing, as important 

counterparts of learning a language, are dependent on the family attitudes towards 

the function of language in general. Some parents consider language as a mere means 

of communication, whereas other (generally more educated) take it as a great source 

of cultural heritage, therefore correct pronunciation, grammar and vocabulary are 

important for them. These parents will be able to encourage and motivate their 

children to learn and appriciate reading and writing in both their languages. 

According to Siguan and Mackey, "a family with a highly developed sense of 

either language will insist not only that both languages be used correctly but also that 

they be kept completely separate, and this concern will be particularly apparent in the 

approach adopted to the children's language learning " (Siguan; Mackey 1987: 42). 

2.4 The bilingual family 
According to Siguan and Mackey (1987: 40), a bilingual family is the "one in 

which two languages are used fairly regularly." They also classify several types of 

bilingual family, according to the languages of the family members: 

1. Each parent has a different mother tongue, but both can also speak the 

language of the other alternatively. 

2. Each parent has a different mother tongue, but only one of the languages is 

used as the common language. The other language is then used only in 

addition to the common language, in communication with the child only or 

when one of the parents speaks with other members of the family. 

3. Both parents have the same mother tongue, but one or more other family 

members speak a diferent language, e.g., some relatives may speak a 

language which is not used in the family anymore, a servant may use a 

different language or there can also be some other person in the family in 

order to teach the children a different language. 

Another point of view Siguan and Mackey (1987: 40-41) introduce, when 

distinguishing between bilingual family types, is according to the relationship 

between the language(s) used at home and the language(s) used outside: 
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1. The family is bilingual and one of the two languages used at home is the 

majority language of the surroundings. 

2. The family and the outside society are both bilingual, the two languages are 

the same for the family and the society. 

3. The family is monolingual, but its language differs from the one used by the 

outside society (the family members may be able to use the outside language, 

but not within the family). 

4. The family is monolingual, but through constant contact with the outside 

language some members adopt it even for the inside-family use. 

2.5 Special problems of bilingual families 
It is often said that once parents choose their strategy, they should try to 

maintain it. Growing up bilingually in a family, where there is no clear division of 

when which language is spoken and to whom, a small child may be confused and 

may not learn that there are two different languages being spoken, not just one. As 

adapted from Kandolf (1998), other problems that bilingual families have to face are: 

• Monolingual relatives: They may on one hand be of a great help in 

establishing the one language in the child's mind, but with longer visits may 

temporarily disturb the strategy which is used in the family. 

• Learning to read and write: Because bilingual parents usually want their 

child not only to be able to speak the two languages, but also read and write 

in them and because the child is commonly educated only in one of the 

languages at school, it is necessary for the parents to provide the child with a 

suplementary courses or to teach them themselves. 

• Family and authorities' resistance: Relatives and authorities, such as 

pediatricians, "may be uncomfortable with the whole idea of bilingualism, 

and believe it will do the child more harm than good", especially if they do 

not see any advantages of being bilingual. To solve this resistance it is good 

to improve these people's knowledge about bilingualism and its benefits. 
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2.6 Ten 'golden rules' of raising children bilingually 
Raising children bilingually is not easy for both the child and the parents 

(some reasons will be discussed in the following chapters). Special 'handbooks' for 

parents are, unfortunately, not very numerous and, what is worse, scarcely available 

in the Czech Republic. Parents get most information and advice from other people's 

experiences. To see the most common questions and aspects of bilingual upbringing, 

here is a list of ten 'golden rules' of raising children bilingually for parents (and 

possibly also for educators) based on ideas of Kielhofer - Jonekeit, Harding - Riley 

and Oskaar, as introduced by Steensen (1998:21-22. In Satava 2001: 102-103): 

1. The well-being of the child is first and foremost, the child should not be 

forced to anything; parents who refuse bilingual education should be aware of 

what the child would be deprived of. 

2. Observe a meaningful separation of both languages, avoid mixing both 

languages ('oneperson - one language' strategy, e.g.). 

3. Practice this division of languages, if possible, since the child's birth, be 

persevering and patience. Difficult times when the child refuses one of the 

languages (usually the weaker one) are not a reason to give up. There is 

always the chance to provide the child with a passive competence in the one 

language. 

4. Introduce both languages in their colourfulness through conversations, 

games, songs, rhymes, films recordings, children playgroups, visits of people 

(speaking the weaker language to reinforce it), etc. 

5- Try to prevent the weaker language from becoming too weak. Provide the 

child with a group of other children and regular visits of relatives who speak 

the weaker language. 

6. Do not mind rumours, prejudices or problems you face. Bilingualism itself 

can not cause any disfunctions. 

7. Establish positive attitudes towards bilingualism in your children. Encourage 

and advertise it in your surroundings, but do not show off your child's 

bilingualism as a rarity (e.g.: "Come on, say something in Frisian!"). 
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8. Do not tease or punish your child for mistakes in the weaker language. Do not 

disturb or correct all the time. Correct expressions will ensue from games, 

encouragement, confirmation. Do not overburden your child with too high 

demands on perfectness. 

9. Make sure that your child experiences the feeling of success and that 

speaking in both languages will be joy, not annoyance and duty. Praise the 

child for making progress. 

10. For further questions ask the specialists. 
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3. Language of a bilingual - linguistic issues 
The major specifics of bilingual children are connected with their language 

development. In this chapter, language developmental stages influenced by 

interference, language choice and code-switching will be discussed, but first, 1 will 

concentrate on defining mother tongue in connection with bilingual children. 

3.1 Mother tongue 
When speaking about languages people use, we should not forget to mention 

a so called mother tongue (usually described as the language learned and spoken at 

home). A monolingual's mother tongue is easy to detect, as it is the only language 

this person speaks, but what about a bilingual's mother tongue? 

Mother tongue can be defined in different ways, according to certain points of 

view (criteria of use and function, origin, command or identification). The following 

is a list of possible (and most common) interpretations of this term: 

a) the language acquired (learned) from mother 

b) the first acquired (learned) language, regardless of who 'taught' it 

c) the stronger language (during a lifetime) 

d) the 'mother tongue' of a region or a country 

e) the language which is used by an individual most of the time 

f) the language which is favoured more by an individual 

(Baker; Prys Jones 1998. In Satava 2001: 95) 

If someone acquires two languages at the same time, at home, by their 

parents, which of the two languages is their mother tongue then? This kind of a 

bilingual is usually said to have two mother tongues. However, the truth is that it is 

very much dependent on the individual, when concerning such aspects as language 

preference and favour, dominance or frequency of usage of either language. 

Because the Czech Republic used to be a bilingual country, the phenomenon 

of having two mother tongues is not unique. The second mother tongues are most 

usually Slovak, Romany, German or Polish. There are, however, also some people 

whose second language is English. In fig.l and fig.2 below, we can see how many 

people who have two mother tongues there are in the Czech Republic, according to 
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the years they were born. It is not surprising that in fig. 2 the first two columns of 

data (Czech and Slovak, Czech and Romany) surpass the other, especially for the 

years of birth between 1941 and 1985, because it reflects the representation of 

nationalities in the Czech Republic. The representation of Czech and English mother 

tongues in one person is quite interesting, because its growth is linear, as opposed to 

other combinations. The total number of people with two mother tongues was 49. 

406, according to the data gained form the Czech Statistical Office (Český statistický 

úřad 2007). 

Czech 
and 

Slovak 

Czech 
and 

Romany 

Czech 
and 

Polish 

Czech 
and 

German 

Czech 
and 

English 

Czech 
and 

Russia 

Czech 
and other 

Other 
combinati 

ons 

1986-
2001 1804 3462 376 1048 424 151 1183 207 

1941-
1985 10356 9087 1761 6050 271 405 2274 2258 

1940 & 
before 1949 421 415 3963 38 114 617 775 

fig. 1: Population with two mother tongues according to year of birth (Český 

statistický úřad 2007). 

fig.2: Population with two mother tongues according to year of birth (Český 

statistický úřad 2007). 

12000 

Population with two mother tongues according to year of birth (until 1 March 2001) 
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Romany Czech and „ 
P o l l s h r m „ „ Czech and „ 

German P l ; Czech and . 
English Czech and 

Russian .. other 
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3.2 Bilingual children's language development 
When parents decide to raise their child bilingually, they should, besides 

planning, learn about the bilingual language development in children, as they may be 

faced with cerain problems of their child's development. They will have to 

distinguish mistakes caused by the child's linguistic aptitude and skills, general 

developmental mistakes and those caused by the bilingual upbringing. 

According to Stefanik (2000: 117-118), language development in bilingaul 

children is characterized by the need for their ability to first distinguish the two 

languages and then separate them (the success is influenced by the child's 

personality, the environment and the contacts with both languages). 

3.2.1 Language development and structure 
According to Stefanik (2000: 87), bilingual children come through the same 

stages of their two languages' development as monolingual children during acquiring 

their one language. Language development pace and nature are nearly the same for 

both bilingual and monolingual children. Some researchers say that bilingual 

children utter their first words a bit later than monolingual children. Nevertheless, 

both groups of children start with the easiest sounds (p, b, m) and proceed to the 

most difficult ones (e.g. the Czech 'r'). Then they are able to utter sound clusters, later 

single words, two-word phrases, simple sentences and finally complex sentences 

(Stefanik 2000: 87). 

Lenneberg (1967) characterizes the development of language in twelve stages 

(from twelve weeks to four years), beginning with the age of twelve weeks, when the 

child starts to make "squealing-gurgling" sounds called cooing, which transforms 

through vowel-like cooing sounds to babbling that resembles one-syllable utterances 

- [ma], [mu], [da], [di]. Then, at the age of twelve months, the child starts to utter 

words like 'mamma' or 'dadda'. By the age of one year, the vocabulary stock reaches 

the amount of approximately fifty items. At this time, the child approaches the 

holophrastic stage, during which first single-word utterances occur. Two-word stage 

starts at the age of one year and a half. It is represented by two-word utterances. The 

fastest increase in vocabulary and occurence of multi-word utterances happen during 

the ages of two to two and a half years. Their speech is telegraphic, but intelligible. 
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By the age of three, the child's vocabulary consists of about one thousand words. 

Though they still make mistakes, their speech is already grammatical. Finally, at the 

age of four, the child's language is already well established and differs from the adult 

language rather in style than in grammar (Lenneberg 1967: 128-130). 

This division of language development according to age is, of course, only 

approximate. Variations occur and they are based on the individual's language 

aptitude and skills. When talking about bilingual acquisition, differences in the 

language development are usually based on the differences between the two 

languages to be acquired simultaneously. Stefanik (2000) says that unlike 

monolinguals, since their birth, biUnguals perceive sound stimuli in two languages 

and due to the differences in pronunciation, intonation and melody, the child soon 

starts to distinguish the two languages. From the sound signal the child has to sort 

out the essential, that is, single sounds of either language, identify words in them and 

assign these to corresponding meanings. While a monolingual child has to go 

through the process of analysis and sorting, for a bilingual child the amount of 

combinations and collocations doubles. Though this process is more difficult for 

bilingual children, it has been found out that it has no bad influence on the child's 

cognitive or personal development (Stefanik 2000: 88). 

Researchers differ in their opinions on when children start to distinguish the 

two languages. Some say that a bilingual child (acquiring the two languages 

simultaneously) is able to distinguish them from the very beginning - these children 

would therefore never mix the two languages, which is very rare. It is much more 

common when bilingual children come through a number of stages during which the 

two languages separate gradually (Stefanik 2000: 88-89). 

According to Volterra-Taeschner (1978. In Stefanik 2000: 89), the process of 

acquiring two languages simultaneously consists of the following three stages: 

• During the first stage (up to the age of one and a half year), a word in one 

language does not have an equivalent meaning in the second language yet, the 

two or three word phrases contain words from both languages. 

• The second stage (up to age three) is characterized by the child's ability to 

distinguish the two languages, but the same syntactic rules are used for both. 
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Nearly all words have their equivalents in the other language and their co-

occurence in one utterance is not as frequent as before. Also, the child is able 

to distinguish the two languages depending on the person with whom he or 

she communicates. 

• Finally, during the third stage, the bilingual children manage to distinguish 

both language systems. They use their languages according to who they talk 

to and mixing is very exceptional. The time of moving from the second stage 

to the third may differ individually and is influenced by the child's personality 

and abilities, attitudes of the parents and the frequency of contacts with both 

languages. 

3.2.2 Interference 
A bilingual child acquires two different languages, which, to some extent, 

influence each other. The degree of such influence depends not only on the bilingual 

individual, but also (and mostly) on the differences between the two languages. 

Stefanik (2000: 122-123) discusses how the bilingual's two languages 

influence each other. He talks about interference, which represents unconscious 

penetration of items of one language into the other (the negative influence of one 

language on the other) and transfer, which he prefers as a more neutral term - a shift 

of single elements, rules and system phenomena of one language to the other. It can 

occur within the following fields: syntactic (No, this is a tea black - influence of 

French syntax), semantic (open the lights, instead of'switch on') or phonological. 

3.3 Language choice 
Changing from one variety of our language to another is part of our everyday 

life. Every now and then we decide about our language use. Ervin-Tripp (1968. In 

Grosjean 1982: 128) introduces four factors which play an important role in 

changing codes or varieties: 

1. Setting (time and place) and situation - a family breakfast, a party, a lecture, 

a date, etc. 
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2. Participants in the interaction - age, sex, occupation, socio-economic status, 

origin, ethnicity, their social roles, etc. 

3. Topic - work, sports, national events, etc. 

4. Function of the interaction - requests, offers, greetings, thanks, apologies, 

etc. 

Bilinguals choose not only among different varieties of one language e.g. 

colloquial to formal, but also between the two languages they operate. Language 

choice in bilinguals represents the "what language is spoken to whom and when" and 

it depends on whether the bilingual speaks to a monolingual or another bilingual 

(Fishman 1965. In Grosjean 1982: 129). When a monolingual speaker is concerned, 

the bilingual chooses the monolingual's language and does not usually code-switch. 

When two bilinguals are involved in a conversation, the "appropriate language is 

usually chosen unconsciously with no extra time or effort" (Grosjean 1982: 130). 

3.3.1 Language choice in children 
Bilingual children also choose what language they use and their choice is 

influenced by the above mentioned factors. Grosjean (1982: 202) holds that with 

concidering the "person-language bond" choice, most researchers found out that 

what influences language choice the most is the factor of participant. 

Fantini (1978. In Grosjean 1982: 202) speaks about his bilingual children's 

ability to distinguish which language they should use with whom, if they knew this 

person. However, when they got to know an English speaking person very well, they 

wanted to speak Spanish to him or her (they were at least inserting some Spanish 

words), because their language of intimacy was Spanish. 

McClure (1977. In Grosjean 1982: 202-203) says that bilingual children she 

observed were governed by the environment in their language choice. Spanish was 

spoken in Spanish environment and English in English environment, if there was no 

possibility to use Spanish, though. At the age of four they were also able to identify 

the speaker's level of fluency - if the person was speaking his or her weaker 

language, they chose to speak the person's stronger language. Adult bilinguals would 

be, on the other hand, ready to speak the weaker language in order to help the person 
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practice. She says that children "seem to rely on binary judgement of linguistic 

competence...relative fluency is not taken into consideration at that age" and that 

they tend to respect people's language preference. Another important moments in 

children's language choice are their situation, setting and social role - different 

language is used at school, with friends, when looking after younger siblings etc. 

Grosjean (1982: 204) concludes that "bilingual children quickly develop a 

complex language decision system" starting with the interlocutor and continuing 

with the situation; topic, age and status come into consideration later. 

3.4 Code-switching 
Code-switching is the main and basic phenomenon that distinguishes 

between bilinguals and monolinguals. The reasons for code-switching may be 

quoting, poor knowledge of either language, specifying the recepient, excluding 

someone, etc. (Stefanik 2000: 118). A detailed characterization of code-switching 

will follow, accompanied by examples of French-English, Finnish-English and 

Spanish-English code-switches from sources and lectures on linguistics and SLA2. 

Code-switching could be simply described as jumping from one language to 

another (also from one register or style to another), as a complete switch to another 

language within one utterance. It is described by Grosjean (1982: 145) as the second 

stage of the process of language choice, a bilingual code-switches when speaking to 

another bilingual and only in particular situations. It is "the alternate use of two or 

more languages in the same utterance or conversation" Grosjean (1982: 145). 

Code-switching can involve one word, one phrase, one sentence or several 

sentences. Grosjean (1982) points out that code-switching differs from borrowing 

(integrating a word from a different language phonologically and morphologically 

into the base language), because the word is not integrated, "instead, there is a total 

shift to the other language" (Grosjean 1982: 146). 

The language which starts the utterance is being reffered to as 'matrix' or 

'host' language and the language into which a bilingual switches as 'embedded' or 

'guest' language. 

2 SLA - Second Language Acquisition 
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Example: "Va chercher Marc ('go fetch Marc') and bribe him avec un chocolat 

chaud ('with hot chocolate') with cream on top"(Grosjean 1982: 145-6). Here 

French is the matrix and English the embedded language. 

According to Grosjean (1982), attitudes towards code-switching differ 

individually. With negative attitudes it was even given pejorative names, such as 

'Franglais' or 'Czenglish'. But it is not only monolinguals whose attitudes are not 

affirmative. Some bilinguals say that they code-switch because of laziness, some see 

it as impure, embarrassing or dangerous if it becomes too comon; "...some bilinguals 

never switch, while most others restrict it to situations in which they will not be 

stigmatized" i.e. with close friends and those who code-switch as well (Grosjean 

1982: 147). 

Grosjean adds that besides satisfying instantaneous linguistic needs, code-

switching functions as a communicative resource. Also, it often occurs 

unconsciously, when the speakers do not come to realize that they are code-

switching. "Their main concern is with communicating a message or intent, and they 

know that the other person will understand them whether they use one or two 

languages" (Grosjean 1982: 149). 

Within this phenomenon, using examples from lectures of a Finnish professor 

of English at the University of Turku, Paivi Pietilii, we can distinguish between code-

change and code-mix. When a longer stretch of speech is involved, then she talks 

about a code-change: "You had to be here five years before you can hakea - mika se 

sanotaan? ('apply - how do you say it')". Here, the change between the two 

languages is clear. Code-mix, on the other hand, involves individual words or short 

stretches of speech: "He was - er - ehdokkaana for presidency too but he didn't get 

any votes ('a candidate')" (Pietila, lectures 2004). 

Code-switching can occur at the beginning, the end of inside an utterance. 

According to the placement, tag-switching, inter-sentential switching and intra-

sentential switching are distinguished. 

Motivation for code-switching may be situational or metaphorical - switching 

for stylistic reasons (Pipalova, lectures 2006). There are also different and more 

specific reasons why bilinguals code-switch. They range from lack of proficiency in 
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one language (especially with special topics) and not knowing an appropriate word (a 

specific term may not be known in both languages) to the absence of a certain 

expression in one language. 

Grosjean (1982: 151) talks about the penomenon of the most available word, 

which "is extremely frequent in bilingual speech and occurs, according to many 

bilinguals, when they are tired, lazy or angry" (some bilinguals code-switch when 

they talk about a certain topic, e.g. money and business or when they use fixed 

phrases, such as in greetings). 

Quoting someone, specifying the addressee by switching to a language of a 

certain person shows that this person is being addressed, raising someone's status or 

changing social roles, excluding someone by changing the language (this may 

backfire or cause embarrassment though), expressing negative attitudes, such as 

anger or conveying personal involvement (when using one language for more 

personal information) are other instances of reasons for code-switching (Grosjean 
1982: 151). 

It was found that when a bilingual code-switches, he or she then continues the 
speech in the other language, the language of the one-word switch (Clyne 1967. In 
Grosjean 1982: 151). 

Io sum up, here is a list of possible reasons for code-switching, as introduced 
by Grosjean (1982: 152): 

• Fill a linguistic need for lexical item, set phrase, discourse marker, or 

sentence filler 

• Continue the last language used (triggering) 

• Quote someone 

• Specify addressee 

• Qualify message: amplify or emphasize ("topper " in argument) 

• Specify speaker involvement (personalize message) 

• Mark and emphasize group identity (solidarity) 

• Convey confidentiality, anger, arrogance 
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• Exclude someone from conversation 

• Change role of speaker: raise status, add authority, show expertise 

3.4.1 Code-switching in children 
With code switching by children we will consider mainly the factor of age. 

Code-switching "begins early in bilingual children" (Grosjean 1982: 204), but it 

differs from adult code-switching in some aspects. Mc Clure (1977. In Grosjean 

1982: 204) "notes that the Mexican American children she observed produced 

different kind of code-switches depending on their age. Young biUnguals tended to 

code-mix more...On the other hand, bilingual children over the age of nine code-

changed...as often as they code-mixed." Code-mixing usually appeared as English 

words embedded in Spanish, whereas code-changing appeared both ways. 

McClure (1977. In Grosjean 1982: 204-205) found out that code-switching 

was used to resolve ambiguity or clarify statements (Example 1) even by children 

aged three. To attract or retain attention (Example 2) as another reason for early 

code-switching functions just as raising voice, touching the person or eye contact. 

Later, around age six, switches connected with mode shift (from narration to 

commentary, from soliloquy to questioning) appeared. Late occuring switches were 

switches for emphasis (involving commands - older children use commands more 

often than younger ones) (Example 3), switches for elaboration (Example 4) and 

switches for topicalization (involving focus) (Example 5). 

Example 1: Girl: You[r] dog. 

Investigator: You dog? My woof? 

Girl: You[r] dog! Tu perro (You dog). 

Example 2: Yo me voy a bajar, Teresa (I'm getting down, Teresa). Look. 

Example 3: Stay here, Roli. Te quedas aqui (you stay here). 

Example 4: Roli, you stay here. Tu quedate 'jito con Suzy (you stay with Suzy, 
honey). 
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Example 5: Este Ernesto (this Ernest), he's cheating. 

Genishi (1976. In Grosjean 1982: 205) found that code-switching to mark 

cthnicity and group membership occurs in later childhood. Grosjean (1982: 206) 

concludes that "code-switching, therefore, occurs early in children but at first is used 

mainly to express a word or an expression that is not immediately accesible in the 

other language. With time it is used as a verbal or communicative strategy and 

ultimately as a marker of group membership." 

According to Grosjean (1982: 206), such as monolinguals play with their 

language by inventing new words or rhyming, also bilingual children play with their 

two languages, for example, when they mix the two languages, because they think it 

is funny, use the wrong language with a certain person who does not speak this 

language or want to shock and tease others. Bilingual children also add case markers 

ot one language to words of the other language, translate idiomatic expressions of 

one language word by word into the other or speak one language with the 

pronunciation of the other for amusement. 
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4. Biculturalism 
When talking about a bilingual child, we should not forget that during the 

language development this child is introduced also to two different cultures. 

Identification with either of the cultures or both influences the child's attitudes 

towards the two languages and their acquisition. Also, the concern is appropriate 

when talking about bilingual upbringing in mixed marriages, where the parents, 

coming from different cultures, may have completely different opinions on education 

and the bilingual upbringing strategy to be used for their child. The aspect of 

biculturalism will be, therefore, discussed also in the practical part of this thesis. 

Besides customs, habits, ideas etc., language is also part of culture. Grosjean 

(1982: 157) says that culture is "acquired, socially transmitted, and communicated in 

large part by language" and defines biculturalism as "the coexistence and/or 

combination of two distinct cultures", however, it is not a rule that if a monolingual 

is a member of one culture, then a bilingual will be a member of two cultures. There 

are cases of monolinguals being bicultural and bilinguals being monocultural. 

With immigrants the major concern is in adjusting to a new culture and its 

differences from their own cultutre in "eating habits, courting behavior, child rearing, 

family organization, religious beliefs, the level and nature of education, the urban or 

rural nature of the community, and so on." Immigrants adapt to the majority culture 

in different ways. However, some may never adapt, because they do not want to or 

cannot, because the majority does not allow them. On the other hand, there are 

people, who "overadjust" to the other culture because of absolute rejection of their 

own culture (Grosjean 1982: 158-159). 

The effort to adjust to the new culture can be difficult (especially when the 

two cultures differ greatly) and the result of this endeavour may end up with feelings 

of "loneliness, hostility, self-pity, disorientation, and fear of ridicule" (Grosjeanl982: 

159). This could be the same for the immigrants' children or children of bilingual 

parents. 

Grosjean (1982: 160-162) also says that depending on a number of factors 

(intermarriage, language use or minority group size and its immigration pattern), 
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there are individuals who, to a certain level, adjust to biculturalism. He adds that a 

true bicultural person (somebody "fully French in France -and fully American in the 

United States") is not very common. He says that it is rather a person who combines 

characteristics of the two cultures. Some people report that they do not feel that they 

belong to either culture, but fortunately, many say that they feel at home in both. 

4.1 Biculturalism in children 
More than for adults, adapting to another culture (or two cultures at once) is 

extremely difficult for children (of immigrants), who are vulnerable to the 

surroundings. Grosjean (1982: 162) says that their "need for absolute identity with 

peers in such domains as values, attitudes, language, clothes, and leisure, along with 

the fear of ridicule, may lead to a state of conflict between the home and the outside 

society." The conflict between immigrant parents and their children have been 

studied by many social psychologists. Children usually either reject the parent's 

culture, or the culture of the majority society or they are ambivalent about their 

ethnic group membership. 

The opinion of Aallen and Lambert (1969. In Grosjean 1982: 165-166), who 

talk about adolescent bilingual children from mixed marriages in comparison to 

monolingual adolescents with respect to aspects such as age, socioeconomic class, 

intelligence and number of siblings, that the children from mixed marriages identify 

With their parents just like those from monolingual families, that they identify with 

both ethnic groups and do not appear to be alienated, to feel anxiety or have any 

personality distraction, is not reasonable. There are many bilinguals who have 

problems with their identity, but rather because of the attitudes of the people around 

them who hold prejudice against certain nationalities or even bilingualism itself. For 

example, at schools it is unfavourable for bilingual children when their teachers 

ignore or do not agree with their bilingual upbringing and biculturalism. 

To this Grosjean (1982: 165) adds: "If the two cultures are valued equally in 

the home, in the school, and in the society at large, and if biculturalism is judged to 

be as valuable as monoculturalism, then children and adolescents who are in contact 

with two cultures will accept both." From experiences we know, however, that this is 

an ideal situation. 
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The above mentioned attitudes are utterly different and the truth is that the 

question of biculturalism is highly individual and both points of view - the 

pessimistic and the optimistic - should be taken into consideration to be aware of the 

risks on one hand and the ideal that should be the goal on the other. 



5. Effects of bilingualism on children 
Bilingual children are influenced by their ability to command two different 

languages. The influence is cognitive, psychological and also social. Though it used 

to be said that bilingualism has negative effects on the child, more recent studies 

have shown the opposite. In the following sections I will talk about the attitudes 

towards bilingualism and how they changed, about the cognitive development in 

bilingual children - their brain and ability to learn or acquire languages. Description 

of various advantages of being bilingual and school achievement of bilingual 

children will follow and finally, I will discuss the myths about bilingualism, which 

were (and maybe still arc) believed to be true. 

5.1 Attitudes towards bilingualism 
Siguan and Mackey (1987: 26) say that "bilingualism will be a source of 

enrichment and greater personal fulfilment...[but] the bilingual will be faced with 

choices which may threaten or even upset his balance and his personal 

development." As we have seen, this is not quite true. Bilingualism is a highly 

individual phenomenon and it is also based on the environment, that is, the 

conditions an individual is provided to acquire two languages successfully. 

Nevertheless, it is true that bilingualism affects the child in various aspects 

(and it does not necessarily have to be in the negative sense) - it is not only the 

cognitive development in question, but also the social atribute - that is, attitudes 

towards languages (some being considered as more prestigeous than the other -

usually the majority or dominant language of the surroundings), their speakers and 

also bilingualism, which may influence the bilingual child's psychology and 

behaviour, feeling of identity, acceptance by others, self-confidence, learning, school 

achievement, or their own attitudes etc. 

Grosjean (1982: 117) says that a "language is not just an instrument of 

communication. It is also a symbol of social or group identity..." and that it is also 

connected with certain attitudes and values of the users, but also those who do not 

know the language. The attitudes towards a language are commonly confused with 
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the attitudes towards its speakers, which is obviously connected with stereotypes 

people hold towards different nationalities. 

The outcome of parents' efforts to raise their children bilingually is influenced 

by various factors, such as the attitudes of the school, society and extended family 

and personal characteristics of the bilingual child. Romaine (1995: 237) mentions 

cases, in which parents of bilingual children were warned by doctors against the 

usage of two languages in communication with their children, who would have to 

struggle with being confused by the two languages. Other parents were advised by 

school psychologists or speech therapists not to continue the bilingual upbringing not 

to "cause stuttering and delayed onset of language" (Romaine 1995: 236-237). 

Surprisingly, negative attitudes towards bilingualism are assumed even by 

teachers who either discriminated children who spoke the minority language at 

school - during lunch, e.g. (by unfair punnishment) or tried to persuade parents of 

bilingual children not to use the minority language at home so that it would not affect 

their children's learning of the majority language (Romaine 1995: 237-238). 

"Speaking a minority language in public can also make an individual the 

object of public derogation" (Grosjean 1982: 26). Being accepted by peers is 

especially important for children and adolescents. Their development may be 

affected by becoming the 'laughing stock' for speaking a different language. 

Bilingual children do not want to be different from their friends, therefore it is not 

unusual that they refuse to speak one of their two languages (usually the minority 

language) when being with friends, near their schools or simply in public. It is 

important to add, however, that this is not the case of all bilingual children. This 

attitude is also a matter of personal dispositions, because even children of one family 

react differently (Romaine 1995: 238). 

Negative attitudes are often caused by people's prejudices and intolerance, 
which should be abolished by educators within the framework of multicultural 
education. 
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5.2 Cognitive development in bilingual children 
Cognitive developmental characteristics of younger children (aged six to 

eleven), according to Hadj Moussova et al. (2005: 49-51), include (besides physical 

and emotional development) the development of thinking or cogitation, perception, 

attention, imagiantion and memory. They are connected with maturity of CNS -

central nervous system, genetics, but also by education and upbringing. 

5.2.1 A bilingual child's brain 
According to Clark and Gidney (2007), when a child is acquiring two 

languages at the same time, it requires twice as much work for the brain to operate 

with the input and output. Thanks to the newest technology (MRI - Magnetic 

Resonance Imaging and PET - Positron Emission Tomography), the bilingual brain 

could be studied in its linguistic operating. We know that during pre-natal stage and 

early childhood, the brain starts to separate its functions into two hemispheres - left 

and right, which is referred to as a process of lateralization. Right-handed people's 

language location in the brain is divided into the areas of productive skills, which is 

represented in the left brain - frontal lobe, called Broca's area and receptive skills 

represented in the right brain - temporal lobe, called Wernicke's area. 

Broca _ Wernicke 

\ , \ 
\ r » / V A / 

Front Left Side View Rack 

fig.3: Broca's and Wernicke's areas (www.search.com) 

A child who acquires two languages simultaneously by the parents has the 

two languages located in one single place in the brain (Broca's left area). The age of 

acquisition plays an important role in the language representation in the brain, since 

it is the Broca's area (responsible for production) that is more affected by it than the 
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Wernicke's area (receptive skills). This theory supports the 'Critical Period 

Hypothesis' (Serendip 2005), which will be discussed in more detail in the following 

section. 

"A recent study comparing the brain activity of bilingual children to that of 

monolingual children...found that the language areas of the brain of bilingual 

children were both larger and more active than those of monolinguals" (Clark and 

Gidney 2007). 

5.2.2 Can a child learn a language better and faster than an adult? 
Every child has different aptitude, possibilities and talent for learning. 

However, generally speaking, children learn another language faster. This advantage 

they have over adults is not definite and absolute. When adults learn a second 

language, it is usually in an unnatural environment, lacking the presence of native 

speakers, in which they learn only for a few hours per week, whereas small children, 

when learning the language among their peers in nursery schools or on the 

playground, learn it faster. The information or messages that they want to 

communicate in the language are quite limited and easy, as opposed to those of 

adults, whose needs for communication in the second language are more demanding 

than, for example, asking a friend for a doll or another toy. 

The truth is, however, that if adults learn in similar conditions as children 

(i.e., spending more time among native speakers), they can be as fast as children. 

There is though one skill that adults will probably not master as well as children, and 

that is the native-like pronunciation. 

As I mentioned in the previous chapter, there is a difference between early 

and late acquisition, as it differs in the language representation in the brain, 

especially in the Broca's area. This theory is also strengthened by a so called 'Critical 

Period Hypothesis' (inclined to by E. Lennenberg, 1967), according to which there is 

a certain age period, during which learning a foreign language is easier than during 

any other time and the language command is native-like. This is due to brain 

plasticity, as Grosjean (1982: 192) adds, and ability to reception of "such tasks as 

language learning." Therefore, the sooner a child is exposed to another language, the 

more likely the final success will occur. This is the reason why a child who is 
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exposed to two languages simultaneously from birth will achieve a native-like 

comand of both lanugages, as it is believed by some researchers. 

5.3 School achievement of bilingual children 
Bilingual children seem to be more successful at school in certain areas, 

thanks to the advantages (to be discussed in the following chapter) at their disposal, 

which may be influenced by bilingualism itself. Their increased cognitive abilities 

(logical reasoning, mathematical skills, creative thinking, flexibility, etc.) may lead to 

a better achievement at school, although, it also depends on other personal 

dispositions, besides being bilingual (Clark and Gidney 2007). 

Bilingual children are, according to Irujo (1998: 113), '"at risk for success in 

school". She says that these children (immigrants or from mixed marriages) differ 

from the majority pupils in class in their minority language command, colour of their 

skin, socioeconomic background and/or their previous educational experience. They 

are at risk, because the educational system does not provide them with a suitable 

education programme that would "ensure their success" and because teachers are not 

qualified in the question of bilingualism. As Irujo (1998: 114) concludes, bilingual 

children should not fail only because their background does not match the school's 

expectations. 

This is especially true in the Czech Republic, where teachers are not used to 

having bilingual children in their classes and do not know how to deal with the 

problems these children have to face when acquiring the language of the class (the 

majority language), as it undergoes the influence of their other language (their 

mother tongue or their second mother tongue). Bilingual children are often marked 

with worse grades for mistakes that are caused by their bilingual language 

development, instead of slovenliness. Sometimes they even think that these children 

have lower intelligence. Hopefully, these attitudes will be changing more and more, 

as our country undergoes changes due to international influences. A change is 

needed, not only in the teachers' attitudes, but also in the way they teach, that is, they 

should use more methods that would suit their bilingual students, e.g. cooperative 

learning, dialogue journals (Irujo 1998: 114). 
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5.4 Advantages of bilingualism 
In today's world advantages of being bilingual are undeniable. A bilingual 

person may benefit from mastering two languages in the linguistic, cognitive, social 

and personal sense. Therefore, educational researchers and teachers have been 

interested in bilingual education, because the demands for the ability to communicate 

in more than just one language increase. 

To give some more detailed examples of the advantages, I will introduce a list 

of ten advantages of being bilingual according to a Czech sociologist Satava (2001: 

121-123): 

1. Communication within the whole family and community 

In families, where each parent speaks a ditferent language, bilingual children 

acquire the two languages, in which they can communicate and through 

which they can connect with not only their parents but also with wider family. 

Bilingual children gain the cultural heritage of both their parents. 

2. Two-fold enjoyment from reading and writing 

Being able to write and read in two languages gives a bilingual the 

opportunity to enjoy two literatures written in the original and write to friends 

and relatives. 

3. Access to two cultures 

Another advantage is the access to two cultures which may provide the 

bilingual with wider cultural experience. 

4. Tolerance of other languages and cultures 

Because bilinguals have wider cultural experience, they tend to be more 

tolerant of differences in cultures, religions and traditions. 

5. Benefit in the cognitive sphere 

Researchers have found that quality bilinguals are provided with advantages 

in the cognitive area. It was declared by some researchers that bilingualism 

causes confusion, which has been disproved. The advantages are displayed in 

four aspects: 
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a) creative thinking (bilingual children know two or more words for objects 

and abstract expressions and so their cognitive development is more 

flexible), 

b) perception (because bilinguals know when and to whom they should use 

which language, they are more sensitive to the needs of the recipient than 

monolinguals), 

•c) IQ tests (numerous studies have shown that bilinguals had better results in 

IQ tests than monolinguals), 

d) good beginning with learning how to read (Canadian researchers found 

out that as bilingual children are less concerned with sound, they 

concentrate more on the meaning of what they read). 

6. Increase in self-esteem 

The ability of bilingual children to code-switch and communicate in two 

different languages makes them feel happy and increases their self-esteem. 

7. Evidence in connection with identity 

According to Welsh researchers, the Welsh language provides its speakers 

with a feeling of identity, pride and connection with the nation. 

8. Benefit in education 

Research connected with Canada, USA, Basque country, Catalania, or Wales 

shows that bilingual children have better outcomes in education and results in 

tests and exams. 

9. Learning a third language is easier 

More and more researchers show that it is easier for bilinguals to learn 

another language. That is very important for the demands of the EU. 

Examples are young multilinguals from the Netherlands, Denmark or 

Finland. 

10. Advantages in the sphere of work 

The ability to speak more languages provides bilinguals with wider choice on 

the employment market. 
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Stefanik (2000: 30-31) distinguishes the following advantages of being bilingual: 

• Mastering two languages allows an individual to have better and faster access 

to more information, both languges may be used to gain knowledge in 

particular areas. 

• Through books, songs, sayings and proverbs of the two languages the access 

to the two cultures widens. 

• Bilinguals can more easily function while travelling and meeting new people 

and starting new relationships with people of different nationalities and their 

possibilities and opportunities to get a better job increase with the worldwide 

trend of international function of companies etc. 

• Bilingualism helps in communication with relatives, who only master either 

of the bilingual's two languages, and therefore preserves the family's stories 

and traditions and keeps the family together. 

• Bilingual children are soon aware of the communicative function of language 

and are able to play with their languages and by doing so they develop their 

cognition and creativity. 

Bilingual children are soon aware of the arbitrary nature of language, since 

they know that one thing may be called by using different words - stul (they write 

on) in Czech is the same thing as a table in English (Stefanik 2000: 15). Therefore, 

they are also soon able to separate form and meaning. Other advantages considering 

cognition are, for example, their ability to adopt divergent and creative thinking. 

Being bilingual also "raise[s] self-esteem, increase[s] flexibility and adaptability, 

enhancejs] interpersonal and social skills, develop[s] greater social sensitivity" 

(Bilingual families Perth 2003). 

5.5 Myths about bilingualism 
Individual bilingualism has become a subject of many research studies and, 

naturally, has undergone a lot of criticism. As the knowledge and underestanding of 

this phenomenon is not unlimited, various myths based on old beliefs and flawed 

research about it have emerged. I adapted the most discussed myths about 

bilingualism as they are introduced by Kandolf (1998): 
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"Learning two languages confuses a child and lowers his intelligence." 

This myth stems from the early research studies of monolinguals and recent 

immigrant children in America who had lower level of English and had to go 

through difficult life situations. Newer research has shown that the differences 

in intelligence of monolinguals and bilinguals are minor. Moreover, some 

researchers found out that bilingualism facilitates creative thinking and that 

bilinguals had better results in 1Q tests than monolinguals. 

"A child should learn one language properly first; then you can start 

teaching the other." 

It is rather the learning environment that matters than the consquence of the 

introduction of the second language. In unfavourable environment learning 

even one language may be a problem. 

"A child who learns two languages won't feel at home in either of them. S/he 

will always feel caught between two cultures." 

This theory expects bilinguals to have problems identifying themselves with 

either of the two languages and their speakers. However, many adult 

bilinguals said that they had no problems with identifying themselves with 

the groups that they were a part of. 

"Bilinguals have to translate from their weaker to their stronger language." 

Bilinguals can think in both languages and do not need to translate from one 

to another. 

"Children who grow up bilingual will make great translators when they grow 
up." 

Being bilingual does not guarantee that the individual would also make a 

good translator. Translating requires many skills which do not necessarily 

depend on growing up bilingually. 

"Real bilinguals never mix their languages. Those who do are confused 

'semi-linguals'." 

Sometimes they do, but the reason is not confusion and 'semi-lingualism'. 

More frequent are interference or code-switching. 

"Bilinguals have split personalities." 

Though some bilinguals talk about having different personalities, it is 
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probably more likely their feeling caused by changing the way they act when 

speaking one of the two languages. Each language represents also a different 

culture and norms which its speaker obeys when speaking. 

"Bilingualism is a charming exception, hat monolingualism is of course the 

rule." 

So far there has not been any research that would give the exact figures about 

how many bilinguals there are in the world, but it is not far from the truth to 

say that more than half of the population is bilingual or multilingual. 

"Be very careful; if you don't follow the rules exactly, your children will 

never manage to learn both languages!" 

Experiences have shown that holding onto a specific strategy in raising 

children bilingually is not the (only) condition of success. 

"You'll never manage to make him bilingual now. People really can't learn a 

language after age X." (see Chapter 5.2 - Critical Period Hypothesis) 

Though language learning is easier during childhood, it is not impossible for 

an adult to learn "valuable language skills at any age." 
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Practical part 

6. Family background 
This part of my thesis is presented as a case study. I will discuss and describe 

a Czech-American bilingual family with four children. I will talk about the whole 

family, i.e. the parents and their language background. The origin of bilingualism 

together with the parents' strategics and their experiences in bilingual upbringing will 

be included. Detailed study of all the children separately will be described in the 

following chapter. I gained all the data for this part of my thesis from my own 

observations, interviews with the parents, children, their nanny and teachers from 

school and nursery school and from analyses of the children's school work. I have 

known this family since September 2006 and I spent approximately three hours a 

week for seven months observing the children in various situations, such as while 

playing with each other, while talking to either parent or during out-of-school 

activities. 

6.1 The origin of bilingualism 
This family consists of six members - the mother, the father and their four 

children, aged three, five, seven and ten. The mother is American and the father is 

Czech. They got married in 1991 in the USA, where they lived for eleven years and 

then moved to the Czech Republic in 2002 with their first three children then aged 

one, three and five. The youngest child was born in the Czech Republic. The 

mother's Czech is not too advanced, but the father's English is very close to native-

like competence, as he studied in the United States. This family became bilingual due 

to intermarriage, which is, according to Grosjean (1982: 33), often caused by 

movement of peoples, one of the origins of bilingualism. This is the most natural way 

a family can become bilingual, because both the parents speak their mother tongues. 

6.2 Parents and their strategy, experience and knowledge about 
bilingualism 

The parents are working as missionaries in the Czech Republic. The mother is 

a primary school teacher, now on a maternity leave and the father works either at 

home or in his office, which is accross the street from their house, so they have more 
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time to spend with their children than other parents. They are both very careful about 

the way they raise their children. Although they have four children, they are always 

trying to do the best for each of them. 

Besides general upbringing - providing them with enough cognitive and 

personal input that helps their development, bilingual acquisition of their children is 

one of their most important objectives. They chose to let their children attend regular 

Czech schools mainly because of financial reasons, as English schools in the Czech 

Republic are very expensive. If they had the opportunity to let all their children 

attend these schools, they would decide to do so. because of the different culture of 

education. 

The parents' strategy in the bilingual upbringing is rather a mixture between 

the strategies called 'home - outside home' and 'free alternation of languages'. 

English, as the minority language, is used more at home and Czech outside home, but 

this division is not very strict, because the family chooses the languages also 

according to the topic, place or a person they talk to. 

At home, the mother speaks English practically at all times and the father 

speaks more English than Czech. This is used in situations that are connected with 

school or free-time activities of the children. He uses English especially, when the 

mother is present, not to exclude her from the conversation. Also, when I am 

speaking with both parents, it is in English. Only when the mother is not there, the 

conversation is in Czech. Nor Czech, neither English are heard only from one person 

in the family, because the children go to Czech schools where they daily encounter 

native speakers and English is spoken by both parents and a wide range of English-

speaking relatives and family friends. Also, the children are provided with enough 

bilingual input through Czech and English books, songs and children movies. 

Because the parents speak English more than Czech at home, they decided to have a 

Czech monolingual nanny to supply the Czech input. 

The children usually answer their parents in the language that is easier at the 

moment. Sometimes they come to realize that one language is not connected with the 

part of their lives that is being discussed, therefore they choose the second language. 

When they find out that they do not know how to say something, they switch to the 
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language in which the needed words come easier. Being aware of my ability to 

understand both their languages they treat me as a bilingual similar to the family 

bilinguals, therefore, sometimes they answer in either language regardless of the 

language I start speaking. 

Interestingly, in an English conversation of any family members certain 

Czech words appear regularly, e.g. školka (nursery school), prvňák (first-grader), 

beruška (ladybug), domácí úkol (homework) - "Jirka used to go to a Czech školka.", 

"She is prvňačka", "Look, mom, I'm a beruška!" or "Have you already done your 

domácí úkol, Elie?" These are examples of language mixing, called one-word code-

switching. Single Czech words are preferred over their English equivalents, because 

they are more connected with the reality, i.e. the children go to Czech schools, where 

all the discourse is in Czech, therefore it has probably higher evidence. Even in the 

family photo album there are English notes below the pictures which mix the two 

languages, e.g. "With teta Danka". Here the use of the Czech word for 'aunt' may be 

explained by the fact that this woman is the babysitter who is a Czech monolingual 

and therefore never called any English names. However, below another picture, there 

is a note: "Visiting teta Meryl" who is an American. The Czech word 'teta' is used 

I because it is a frequent word in everyday communication in the family connected 

with a kind woman who takes care of the children. 

Another interesting thing is the use of the four children's names in the family. 

'In this thesis all names are fictitious, however I tried to change them, so that they 

would be as similar as possible even in all their nicknames they are being called. The 

oldest child's name is Jiří and he is always called Jirka, no matter which language is 

used or who is speaking. The second child is called Elizabeth, but at school and by 

Czech people she is called Elinka and when being called in English - usually by her 

mother - she becomes Elie. The other girl's name is Adelaide and its variety - Adélka 

is used in the Czech environment or when being referred to in Czech, whereas Adelie 

s used when English is spoken. The youngest girl is called Jennifer and stays the 

•ame for everyone except for her nanny who calls her Janinka. 

As the parents observed, there had been periods of language preference, 

luring which their children decided to speak one language only, especially when the 
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family visited America a year ago, none of the children spoke Czech. They did not 

like it, when someone asked them to say something in Czech. The attitudes of the 

relatives and friends towards the family's bilingualism were mostly positive. They 

accepted it as something natural. 

The children grow up in two different cultures and they want to be accepted 

by their peers, therefore, when they are in the United States, they want to be like their 

American friends and when they are in the Czech Republic, they want to be like the 

Czech ones. Already now they feel that they do not belong to either culture. As their 

father says, they also feel that they are different in some ways and behave a little bit 

differently in either culture. They adapt to either very spontaneously. 

7. Infant bilingualism 
When children acquire two languages right from their birth, we talk about 

infant bilingualism. The four children I observed were all exposed to both Czech and 

English from the very beginning. In the following chapter I will describe and 

characterize aspects of their bilingual life, such as their types of bilingualism, 

language choice, interference and code-switching, school achievement, biculturalism 

and attitudes towards bilingualism. Because I studied a Czech-American family, the 

examples of the children's language development used in this part are both in Czech 

and English. 

7.1 Jirka 

Bilingual type 
Jirka, a nine-year-old boy, was born in the United States, where his parents 

started to speak both English and Czech to him from the beginning. His bilingualism 

may be therefore called infant bilingualism. Because he is acquiring the two 

languages at the same time in a bilingual family through everyday contacts with a 

native speaker - one of the parents, we talk about natural (primary) bilingualism. 

Being exposed to Czech only scarcely, when living in the United States and because 

his first language is English, he would be called a successive bilingual, because he 

started to acquire Czech more when he was five. However, Jirka is now an active 

(productive) bilingual, because he is able to understand and speak the two languages 
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and also read and write in them. His command of both languages is balanced, though 

he feels more comfortable in English. Concerning the representation of the two 

languages in his mind, Jirka uses two independent language systems and therefore, is 

considered to be a compound bilingual. 

Language choice 
Jirka's English and Czech are both at a high level, he is able to speak either 

indistinguishably from a native speaker, because he is a native speaker of both. He 

has two mother tongues. His decisions about which language he should use is 

determined by the factors of time, place and situation - as the outside society is 

Czech, he uses English more freely only at home, at school he sticks to Czech, 

because it is the language of education, and he almost never uses English there 

(except during English lessons). When doing his homework, he also uses Czech, 

even if there is a bilingual person helping him - he usually does his homework with 

his father (with whom he speaks both languages). I was helping him three times and 

although we sometimes spoke also English at other times, he refused to use it then, 

because Czech, for him, is the language of school matters. 

Considering the participants in the interaction, he is very stable in using either 

language - he uses English solely when speaking to his mother who speaks Czech 

only a little, with the father he speaks Czech most of the time, though in some 

situations they both speak English, e.g. when the mother is present and they want to 

include her in the conversation. He speaks only English or Czech with English or 

Czech monolingual friends and relatives, sticking to the appropriate3 language. 

Instances of inappropriate language use occur when Jirka wants to make fiin of 

someone or exclude this person from the conversation. For example, sometimes he 

uses English with his Czech monolingual nanny to prevent her from finding out 

about something. An example would be a situation that happened during an evening I 

spent with the nanny and the children at home without their parents. Jirka was 

supposed to do his homework, but he wanted to play some games instead. The nanny 

was present and therefore he spoke English to me to exclude her from the 

3 Speaking the appropriate language with someone means that the child is aware of the languages 
the interlocutor can speak and therefore, does not choose the one that the interlocutor does not 
have a command of. 
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conversation and to get through what he wanted: "Ok, let's play something, or here's 

the football...She would not mind!" This kind of purpose for language choice, 

however, I witnessed only once during my observation. 

With his sisters he speaks the language that fits the situation best, usually it is 

connected with the topic of the conversation. When talking about school, the 

language is mostly Czech. Refering to English speaking relatives, friends and 

experiences from the United States happens usually in English - for example, he was 

speaking Czech to his sisters and me, when suddenly he started speaking about his 

English-speaking grandparents in English: "My grandmother in America has a 

swimming pool in her garden!" When suggesting a game to be played to the sisters 

he chooses English, because home free-time activities are connected more with 

English, as the children grew up with their English-speaking mother who spent most 

of the time playing with them before they started attending school. Function of the 

interaction for Jirka is not always determining, more important in his language 

choice are the people he talks to, the situation and topic of the talk. 

Interference 
Jirka's Czech is more influenced by English than the other way round. The 

reason is that English used to be his stronger language, because he was born in the 

United States, where Czech is the minority language. Also, it is more difficult to 

learn at school as the native language than English. We can talk about cases of 

interference in situations when he does not distinguish the noun paradigms or when 

he calls his teacher using the Czech informal form of the personal pronoun "ty" 

instead of the formal one "vy", because in English there is no difference in using the 

personal pronoun 'you' when talking to a friend or an adult stranger, since the form is 

the same. 

Jirka calls his teacher correctly "Paní učitelko!" (literal translation is "Mrs 

teacher!"), but sometimes he calls her "Teto!" (aunt), which is a very familiar name 

that he uses to call his nanny. He also happens to say: "Dáš mi to?" (Will you pass it 

to me?), which is again an informal way to ask for something. To distinguish what 

can be said and to whom appears to be a problem too, because Jirka often uses 

pejorative and rude words in front of the teacher or other 'authorities', not 
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understanding the impact that the words can have on the listener. In his speech Jirka 

therefore does not distinguish between formal and informal style. 

Code-switching 
As a shift from one language to another, involving one word, one phrase, one 

sentence or several sentences, Jirka's code-switching is prompt and with excellent 

pronunciation or intonation in both languages. When retelling a story of a fairy tale 

character, he said: "Jeho táta jí garbage, garbage how is it in ...?" (His father eats...), 

which is an example of code change, which is characterized by the clear distinction 

of the two languages. He did not remember the Czech equivalent for 'garbage' and 

once he set it into the Czech sentence, he continued in English. During a family 

dinner Jirka tells everyone in English about the meals that are served in the school 

cafeteria: "We had egg, pickles, sausage and čočka and then, the other day, we had 

that bread thing with sause...yeah, knedlík" (lentils, dumpling). He tends to code-mix 

(involving single words) more often whenever he does not remember or know a 

particular word in the language he is speaking at the moment. 

Asking for an equivalent for a word in one language testifies for Jirka's 

metalinguistic awareness. He knows about his two languages. While watching a 

movie in English, he was summarizing the story for me to make sure that I 

understand everything. He chose a few English words to ask about my knowledge of 

them, e.g.: "Hedge - do you know what it means? It's plot." 

School achievement 
As a nine-year-old boy, Jirka will soon finish the fourth grade at a standard 

Czech primary school. He started attending school very early - before he was six, 

whereas other children usually begin at the age of six or seven. During the first three 

years at school Jirka had to face various problems, which were influenced largely by 

the conflict between his bilingual and bicultural upbringing and the monolingual and 

monocultural education of the class-teacher and the rest of the class. The teacher, 

being of the "older generation", did not understand that his school achievement and 

general behaviour is influenced also by the bilingual upbringing, by differences 

between Czech and English language, which he has to deal with. Acquiring two 
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languages instead of one is more demanding. This teacher was formal and pedantic. 

She used old-style methods and strictly insisted on "anti-communicative" or "anti-

cooperative" approaches, which prevented the pupils from being creative and 

cooperative during classes. According to Jirka's parents, she held on to the 

assumption that all children must be the same and she denied that children learn in 

different ways. The parents add that Jirka could have done better in a different 

atmosphere, which would provide more space for individual differences and needs of 

each pupil. 

These three long years with a rigid teacher influenced the boy unfavourably, 

so that school itself was a torture - he was stressed and scared. With English as the 

stronger language, he began to dislike Czech. Jirka's parents started to think about a 

new school. Fortunately, with the beginning of the fourth grade a new young class-

teacher took over and Jirka's school achievement started to improve. The new 

teacher, having two bilingual children (Italian-Czech) herself, was the best solution 

that appeared without Jirka having to change the school. The new teacher has rich 

experience with bilingual upbringing and therefore she understands that not all 

mistakes Jirka makes stem from slovenliness or lower intelligence. 

In Czech classes Jirka is occasionally unable to distinguish noun paradigms, 

e.g. if the noun is animate or inanimate, feminine, masculine or neutral. Compared to 

his classmates, he has not managed to distinguish hard and soft syllables yet. He 

conjugates, inflects or declines the words in a completely distorted way. For 

example, in his homework he wrote: "V roku 2012 mi bude patnáct." (I will be 

fifteen in 2012. Wrong declension - he should have used roce.) or "Dubové listy jsou 

hezký." (Oak tree leaves are beautiful. The word hezký is the informal form of the 

noun.) He knows the rules of Czech language, but he can not apply them, which is 

rather a matter of practice than talent. His word-stock is narrow. There are words that 

he does not understand at all because he has never encountered them. 

Because Jirka doesn't read, the level of his reading is somewhere at the 

beginning of the third grade. Moreover, he struggles with essay writing. His essays 

are specific, spontaneous, but they have no form or lay-out. As his teacher says, 

fourth graders do not write outstanding essays, but they know that a text consists of 



sentences and Jirka starts to write at the beginning of the page and goes on until the 

end in one sentence. In his texts he writes anything he can think of - he uses 

colloquialisms, such as 'Tak jo,.\furť or 'fakt' or inserts pictures in the text (see 

Appendix 9). In his creative writing he leaves blank spaces, when he does not know a 

certain word. When describing himself (see Appendix 10), Jirka uses a colloquial 

expression 'hustý (cool) and in the description of his favourite toy (see Appendix 11) 

he incorrectly writes two English words - 'skateboard' and 'grip'. 

When Jirka copies a sentence or a short text from the blackboard, he makes 

mistakes, because sometimes he does not understand all the Czech words, fixed 

phrases or idioms. Once, instead of "Zametl si před vlastním prahem." (He cast the 

beam of his eye.), he wrote: "Zametl si před vlastním pahorkemr (Something like: 

He cast the bean of his eye.) Consequently, reading problems impact on 

mathematical problem solving. Without clear understanding of the instructions, he 

can not logically come to correct results. 

Gaining the right feel for the Czech language will take some time as Jirka 

gets used to it more and more. We should not forget that he was born in the USA and 

lived there for five years, therefore, English was the language he used to hear and 

speak more. 

Interestingly, as his teacher said, Jirka has had English at school for two years 

now and this time he will get a 'B' grade. The reason is not that he wouldn't know 

English. It is his lack of ability to cooperate. It is obvious that he is bored with all the 

easy language that is taught in class, because he can speak English fluently. Another 

problem is that he can not write and does not understand the language system with its 

rules, even though he can say anything he needs. In class he functions as the teacher's 

assistant - he helps her to demonstrate the correct pronunciation for the other 

children or translates words. 

Jirka's parents agreed with the teacher on bringing some special textbooks for 

Jirka, so that he would work on English on his own, because, obviously, he needs a 

different kind of input. Being taught English as a foreign language is not suitable for 

him, he needs to be taught the same way a native speaker learns his or her mother 

tongue at school. His English vocabulary is also limited, there are simple words that 
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he does not know, because he might have encountered them only in one of his 

languages. Once, for example, he asked his mother: "Mom, can you give me the 

thing you put letters in?" At the age of nine this was the first time he had heard the 

English word 'envelope' from his mother. 

Because of the above mentioned problems he has at school, Jirka's present 

teacher asked his parents to have him tested by an educational-psychological school 

counsellor, because, analysing his behaviour and school achievement, she thinks that 

he is hyperactive and dyslexic. As we saw in the previous sections, some of his 

problems with reading and writing do resemble the specific problems of dyslexic 

children. The more surprising it is that one month ago Jirka was tested and the results 

showed that he is not dyslexic. He is very energetic, but he was not diagnosed with 

the ADHD (Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder). Therefore, we may say that 

most of the problems Jirka has are caused by the fact that he has to deal with twice as 

much input than his monolingual classmates. 

Biculturalism and attitudes towards bilingualism 
Together with being brought up in two languages, Jirka is also exposed to two 

different cultures - North American and Czech. Behaving according to the habits of 

one culture in the environment of the other may cause misunderstandings or other 

problems. What is acceptable in one culture or society, may not be accepted in the 

other. The way of bringing up children in the western world is often considered to be 

very liberal, whereas in the Czech Republic, parents tend to raise their children more 

strictly. 

Without insisting that the Czech kind of upbringing is best, Jirka's teacher 

says that he is facing the conflict of Czech and American concepts of upbringing and 

that he has to find his own way, because the American way does not usually lead 

children to discipline, and therefore, in Czech schools it is difficult for these children 

to obey the huge amount of rules. To this I have to add that, according to what I saw 

myself, the parents raise all their children very strictly, on the other hand they 

provide them with enough space for their development. For example, Jirka and 

Elinka may choose which after-school clubs they want to attend. All children take 

part in various events organized by their parents (camps for children, creative 
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meetings with drawing etc.). On the other hand, there is no TV in the family, so that 

the children learn other ways of spending their free time. The children may only 

watch Czech or English fairy tales on DVD. This, in addition, provides the children 

with bilingual input. 

However, for Jirka, as it was mentioned above, the differences in the two 

cultures and languages cause that he does not always distinguish between the formal 

and informal style. This may be due to the fact that when speaking English in the 

United States, people are more spontaneous, which in our culture may seem rude. 

Americans are also less formal - when going shopping, they use the shop assistants' 

first names when they talk to them. Teachers at schools are sometimes also called by 

their first names. Therefore, when at school, Jirka may seem disobedient or rude, 

while he is just spontaneous and friendly. 

7.2 Elinka 

Bilingual type 

Elinka was born in the United States and, such as her brother, she was 

exposed to English more than to Czech until she was three, when the family moved 

to the Czech Republic and the outside-home environment changed from English to 

Czech. Her exposure to Czech through the surroundings occured at earlier age than it 

was for Jirka. Today, however, her bilingualism is of the same types as Jirka's, that is: 

natural (primary), simultaneous, active [productive), although she can not read and 

write in English yet, but it is assumed that she will soon be able to do so. When the 

family moved to the Czech Republic, she was rather more dominant in English than 

in Czech, but now, after four years, her two languages gradually become more and 

more balanced as her parents try to provide all their children with enough bilingual 

input. Also, she is a compound bilingual, because, according to the theory of 

compound and coordinate bilingualism, her two languages are represented in one 

language system in her brain. 

Language choice 
Out of all the children, Elinka seems to like the Czech language most. She 

clearly distinguishes the speaker's ability to speak Czech, English or both and 
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according to the interlocutor's language she decides which of the two languages she 

will use. With her siblings she speaks Czech more than the others and especially 

when outside home, she tends to refuse to speak English to either her family 

members or other bilinguals, though it is not because she would be ashamed for 

being half-American. 

Her language choice is rather influenced by her preference of one language 

over the other. Concerning bilingual interlocutors, she prefers Czech, but with her 

bilingual father her language choice is mostly governed by the topic of the 

conversation. School matters are always in Czech, because she goes to a Czech 

school. As it is with the other children, at home games and playing are usually in 

English, however, as it was mentioned before, Elinka uses Czech more often than 

English even in these situations of her free-time, which is more of an English 

environment created by her parents' language choice. When talking to both her 

mother and father she decides about her languages according to the person she is 

talking to and the topic, as it is obvious in the following short conversation. 

Example: Elinka comes home from school and at the door she shows some drawings 

she made with her friend to her father. She is supposed to take her things and go to a 

dancing lesson. 

Elinka: No, to namalovala Simona, tady je jeden a tady je druhej. A ještě jeden 

pejsek...(Yeah, Simona drew this, here is one and here is the other. And there is also 

one dog...) 

Mother: Get your dancing stuff sweetie! 

Father: Maxipes Fík... (looking at the drawings) 

Elinka: I don't wanna go! 

Mother: What? 

Elinka: I don't wanna go! 
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Mother: Elie, this doesn't work, these ups and downs - I wanna go, I don't wanna 

g o -

Father: Elie, we're waiting for you...Which one do you want? The pink one or the 

white one? (showing her the dresses for dancing) 

Elinka starts speaking Czech to her father and when her mother tells her to 

take her things in English, she promptly changes to English when refusing to attend 

the dancing course. Interestingly, the father starts speaking English, while helping 

her get ready for the lesson, to support the mother. 

Interference 
As mentioned above, Elinka speaks Czech more, but the language is still very 

much influenced by English, more than it is in her older brother, who already has 

rich experience with Czech and its rules. Her mistakes are of grammatical 

interference - "Dej mi tu chlebuV' (Pass me the bread!, wrong declension, feminine 

instead of masculine - ten chleba), "S tatinkou..." (With daddy...., instead of 

tatínkem, wrong gender again), "F<? Vánoce..." (At Christmas..., instead of O 

vánocích..., wrong declension and the use of preposition), "Já se kouknu do tašky, 

jestli je tam ješté jedna [mušli tyčinka] - byly tam dva." (I'll have a look in the bag to 

see if there is another one [muesli bar] - there were two; mixing the gender of one 

noun - muesli bar ), "On hlídal ty vlci" (He was looking after the wolves; wrong 

declension, instead of vlky), "Jakej soutěž to bude?" (What kind of a competition will 

that be? - wrong declension, instead oijaká), "Já jsem se mu zeptala." (I asked him; 

wrong declension, instead of ho). 

She says sentences such as "Je nějakej žák, jmenuje se Tonda..." (There is a 

boy, his name is Tonda...), which is an example of syntactic interference - she uses a 

characteristic 'there is' English construction transformed into a Czech sentence. 

Semantic interference occurs in Elinka's speech quite often, as her bilingual 

vocabulary asymmetrically widens, i.e. there are words she learns in one language 

but which are, for the time being, unknown in the other. Also, sometimes she makes 

mistakes in morphology, for example, when on a tram she said: "Je to ta další 
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přestávka." instead of 'zastávka' (It's the next stop.) or in "Počkáme ještě pro 

Terezku, ehm, počkáme ještě za Terezku." (We'll wait for Terezka.), instead of the 

Czech preposition W , she says 'pro', which is a direct translation from the English 

'for', which is not used in Czech in this situation. Then she hesitates, realizing that it 

is not the right preposition, and tries another - 'za', which is not correct either. When 

Elinka sang a Czech song 'Skákal pes', in one of the verses, instead of "...žes tak 

vesel stále..." (...that you are still so happy...), she sang "...žes tak vesel zdale...", not 

understanding the meaning of the whole phrase. 

When asked if she needs help, Elinka answers: "Ne, já jsem fajn." (No, I am 

fine.), which is not correct Czech, but rather a direct translation from English, such 

as "Já nevím, jak to říkat." Sometimes she says other sentences that do not 'sound 

Czech', e.g. "Já ukážu, kde bydlí teta." Other made-up forms of words of wrong use 

of words occur: "Oni se rozdělali." (rozvedli should be used; They got divorced.), "Je 

to podrobený....to roztrhaný, no jako jsou tam jenom drobky." (rozdrobený should 

be used; It is torn up....well, like there are only crumbs; about biscuits) or "Já mám 

takovou knížku a tam je jeden mravenec, úplně jako fousatej...r (I have got a book 

and there is one ant, which is completely like bearded; instead of hairy - chlupatý). 

In her Czech letter she wrote to me (Appendix 12), she first wrote Mariana instead of 

the vocative (Mariano), but she corrected it immediately, saying: "Ne, tady to musí 

být jinak." (No, here it has to be different.). When she signed it, however, she wrote 

her name as Elinka, although the preceding preposition requires the form 'Elinky'. 

Code-switching 
Elinka does not switch as often as her two younger sisters, usually she tries to 

stick with the language she starts speaking. She is very bright and she usually tries to 

make herself understood by using one language at a time, even though she 

sometimes makes grammatical mistakes. There are certain words that Elinka does not 

know in either language, e.g. when telling me about her sister's illness in Czech, she 

finds out that she does not know the Czech word for 'chicken pox': "Ona má...já to 

řeknu anglicky, protože já to neumím česky - chicken pox" (She has...I'll say it in 

English, because I don't know it in Czech). 
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She is very ambitious and she tries to use one language at a time, as if 

purposefully, only when she really does not know the appropriate word, she asks or 

says it in the other language. Sentences, such as: "Oh, you are my beruskal" 

(ladybug) occur very scarcely, and only when Elinka plays with her younger sisters 

who tend to code-switch more often. 

School achievement 
Elinka entered the first grade after two years in a Czech nursery school, 

where she was acquiring Czech through communicating with the children and 

teachers. According to her nursery school teacher, Elinka had problems with Czech at 

the beginning and she often said something in English. However, it was usually 

intentional - because of her friends, she wanted to tell them how she would say 

things in English. 

The family used to visit the United States for shorter periods before their 

three-month stay there in the summer, right before Elinka's entry to the first grade of 

elementary school. She joined the class approximately one month later, after the start, 

i.e. by the end of September, when the children had already become friends and got 

used to the rules and school system. 

Her teacher was worried about her late coming to school, but, as she says 

herself, she was eventually surprised, because of a great attitude of her parents and 

Elinka's will to succeed. According to her teacher, Elinka is independent, active, 

ambitious and very intelligent, therefore she was able to catch up with the rest of the 

class in a few weeks. During the first two weeks at school, she sat silently at her 

desk, observing and only then, when she was sure about it, did she speak. After this 

period Elinka integrated into the class and she is now among the best pupils -

reading and writing well, being the best singer and popular among the other children 

for her friendliness and sense of justice. Therefore, her teacher stopped paying extra 

attention to her achievement, as she managed to adjust without any special help. It 

seems that at school, where she has to concentrate only on Czech, she makes less 

mistakes in her Czech speech than at home, where it is influenced more by the 

alternate use of two languages. 
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The only problems Elinka has is that she often forgets her pens, notebooks 

etc. Also, her homework is rarely done from the beginning to the end, she does not 

have the feeling of responsibility to complete her tasks, which is considered a natural 

school obligation by the other pupils. As her teacher says, Elinka will manage, but 

her writing is not practiced enough, because she only writes a part of her homework 

and the rest is left undone, which is quite interesting for such an ambitious and active 

child. 

Biculturalism and attitudes towards bilingualism 
Although Elinka herself says that she likes Czech more than English, she does 

not feel ashamed for being half American and speaking English. Even at nursery 

school she used to say things in English to her friends. At school she often comments 

on the teacher's speech using examples from how things work in the United States. 

Elinka's teacher says that her biculturalism is noticable mainly in her general 

knowledge, which shows especially in Music or Arts. She knows many Czech and 

English songs, for example. During a 'Superstar' singing competition she sang an 

English song in front of the class and translated it for the other children. She is 

always happy to introduce something from the American culture that she is part of. 

Coming from a family of four children, Elinka is very independent and open 

to new people in her life. She is very sociable. As North Americans are often 

perceived to be more open and make friends more easily than Czechs, her ability to 

integrate into her class after such a short period may be caused by the fact that she 

grows up in a family where two cultures blend together. Among all her classmates 

she stands out for being extremely willing to help others and give away all the 

precious candies she gets from her American relatives. 

Her upbringing occurs in a bicultural environment, where the American 

attitudes towards school and education prevail. That could be the reason for Elinka's 

unfinished homework - a Czech ambitious and active girl usually does all her duties 

perfectly, but for Elinka's mother the Czech drill in school work is not appropriate. In 

the first years of school this attitude may not be a problem, but later, when she has 

different teachers who insist on complete work and drill, she may struggle with the 

Czech school system, which, according to her mother, expects children to be all the 
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same, not providing them with enough opportunity for optimal individual 

development. 

7.3 Adélka 

Bilingual type 

Adélka was born in the United States, where she was exposed to English to 

the same extent as Jirka and Elinka. She was one when the family moved to the 

Czech Republic. Her exposure to the two languages was therefore more balanced and 

intensive than it was for her two older siblings and it started even before she started 

speaking. Being five years old, she may be considered a natural (primary) and 

simultaneous bilingual, because she has been acquiring her two languages naturally 

by her parents and at nursery school by her friends and teachers, in the same context 

and at the same time. She slowly becomes balanced and active (productive) in both, 

although she is slightly weaker in Czech. She understands it better than she speaks. 

Language choice 
Adélka, though very silent and shy to speak in public, always chooses the 

appropriate language with monolingual speakers. With her nanny and her teacher she 

speaks only Czech, because she knows that they do not understand English, with her 

American relatives she speaks English and with bilinguals she chooses the language 

that comes more naturally in the particular situation. 

Talking to her mother is always in English, whereas with her father and her 

brother and sisters she uses both, according to the participants in the interaction and 

the topic of the conversation. However, when Adélka was three years old, she did not 

speak Czech to her nanny all the time, as there were more words she knew in 

English, but not in Czech. At that time she was still not able to distinguish the two 

languages as precisely as her younger sister Jennifer, who is now the same age as 

Adélka was then. 

Interference 
Adélka's Czech is still characterized by high frequency of wrong declensions. 

This is due to the fact that she is younger than Jirka and Elinka, whose Czech is more 
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advanced, and she is beginning her first year at nursery school. Therefore, her 

exposure to a Czech monolingual environment only starts to be part of her life. 

The most usual mistakes in declining she makes in her weaker language are 

for example: "Kde máš latinku?" (tatínka; Where's your father?), "Kde bydlí tvůj 

tatínkuT (tatínek; Where does your father live?), "Ty jsi moje maminku." (maminka; 

You are my mother.), "Skončily jste s prácou, tak běžte, autíčka." (prácí; You're done 

with your work, now go, cars.), "Udělám ti copánku." (copánek; I'll braid your hair.), 

"Uděláš miminky ručičku?" (miminku; Will you draw her a hand?) or "Už je moje 

narozeniny." (jsou; It's my birthday, already.). 

A sentence "Nejsem anglická." ('Angličanka' should be used; I am not 

English.) is an example of semantic interference, where Adélka confuses a Czech 

adjective with the English word 'English', which as opposed to Czech, can be used 

both as an adjective or a noun representing a nationality. Also, in Adélkďs speech 

overuse of rules appear - "Is it the bestest time to drink?" Adélka knows that the 

suffix for superlative adjectives in English is '-est' and she uses it even with the 

irregular adjectives. 

Code-switching 
When comparing Jirka's and Elinka's tendency and frequency to code-switch 

with Adélka's, it was observed that code changes and code-mixing occur more often 

in her speech. To clarify her statement, because she is not sure if about the adjective 

'baleť in Czech, she repeats the whole sentence immediately in English: "A co tvoje 

botičky balet-ní? What about your ballet shoes?" 

It is only with bilinguals, i.e. mainly at home, when code-switching may be a 

successful means of communication. There are words that are used by the whole 

family only in Czech, though the whole speech is in English - these are mostly 

words connected with school: "Jirko, you go to béčkol" (the word 'béčko' indicates 

Jirka's school class). This is an example of code-mixing. Interestingly, the Czech 

vocative for the name 'Jirka' is used right at the beginning and then it is followed by a 

longer stretch of English followed by another Czech word. Playing with her brother 

and sisters gives her freedom to code-switch any time without any particular reason: 

"Já jsem postavila dům pro panenky....Now let's play!" is a case of a code change. 
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On the other hand, Adélka is aware of the existence of her two languages. 

Requests for translations from one language to the other start to occur more 

frequently. For example, when explaining something from a movie, which is being 

watched at the moment, to her nanny, she starts in Czech, but stops suddenly, because 

she does not know how to continue in the language and asks her brother Jirka: "How 

is it in Czech? - On musí..." 

As opposed to monolingual children of her age, she knows that she is learning 

new words everyday. For example, when she was explained what a rainbow is in 

Czech, she said: "Jé, znám nový slovo!" (Wow, I know a new word!). 

School achievement, biculturalism and attitudes towards bilingualism 
Because she is so shy and silent at her nursery school classes, her teacher 

decided to propose a delayed entry to the first grade at elementary school, saying that 

she would not manage concerning the social and emotional aspects of her behaviour. 

However, it is true that Adélka is silent and very sensitive, but it does not have to be 

a reason to think that she is not mature for school. With bilingual children, especially, 

silence in a monolingual group may as well be caused by their feeling of insecurity 

and uncertainty, because of the language used in the group. The child may not 

command this language as well as a monolingual speaker and therefore may feel 

frustrated. A silent child is not less intelligent, which, unfortunately, is not usually 

taken into consideration by all teachers. 

When talking to the teacher at the nursery school, she speaks Czech very 

well, her pronunciation is even better than some other children's, especially the V and 

'ř' sounds. The utterances are, however, very simple. They are usually answers to the 

teacher's questions, which consist of one-word or simple sentences. Adélka is very 

talented concerning drawing and all her other work - simple mathematics or writing 

- are done perfectly, when compared to other children. 
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7.4 Jennifer 

Bilingual type 
Jennifer was the first child from the family to be born in the Czech Republic. 

Being brought up in the same conditions as Adélka, she will be also considered a 

natural (primary) and simultaneous bilingual. To become a balanced and active 

(productive) bilingual of both Czech and English, together with her parents speaking 

mostly English with her and her siblings switching between both, she is exposed to 

Czech only by her nanny, in her case, who stays at home with her nearly every day. 

The nanny not only takes care of her amusement but also of her education. 

She stands in for the Czech monolingual environment, which for her older siblings is 

represented by school. Jennifer is more dominant in English, because she spends 

more time at home alone with her mother, but since the purposeful exposure to Czech 

through the nanny she makes progress every day. As her parents and nanny say, 

because Jennifer is the youngest, she learns faster than her siblings did when being 

her age. 

Language choice 
At the age of three, Jennifer is already aware of the two languages, because, 

when meeting me for the first time, she asked: "Do you speak English?" After the 

affirmative answer she ranked me among the speakers of English and, as I observed, 

whenever there were more people around, she always decided about her language 

according to the interlocutor's language. 

In situations when there was her nanny and me, she always spoke Czech to 

her and English to me. "Danko, já chci ještě houpy!" was immediately followed by 

"I wanna swing!" which was directed to me. After two more visits in the family, 

Jennifer accepted that I could speak both English and Czech and since then her 

language choice has been determined by the situation or topic, as it is with her older 

siblings. 
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Interference 
Jennifer's Czech is influenced by English more than the other way round, 

because she spoke English earlier than Czech. After two years in the Czech Republic 

the family went to the United States for three months, which influenced her level of 

Czech she learned by the time. For such a small child three months is a lot 

considering language development, because during that time she could have 

continued acquiring Czech and English simultaneously. Instead, she was becoming 

more dominant in English and therefore, coming back to the Czech Republic meant 

another begining in acquiring Czech, because suddenly she spoke hardly any. 

The more surprising is the fact that it took her only a few weeks to recall 

simple words - "školku" (nursery school), "spinkám" (I sleep), "miminko" (baby), 

"očičky" (wrong declension - očíčka, eyes) or "malová" (wrong declension - maluje; 

He's drawing). It was followed by fast progress in creating simple sentences 

containing specific wrong declensions and gender, which occured after another few 

weeks, such as "Adélky školky." (Adélka je ve školce; Adélka is at school.) or "Velkej 

berušek" (Velká beruška; A big ladybug). 

After another month the sentences were slightly more complex and included 

incorrect use of prepositions or content words: "Malovejl Já malovám takhle." 

(Maluj, maluju; Draw! I draw it this way.), "Jezdí na auto" (v autě; He drives in a 

car.), "Půjdeme ven a parku." (do; We'll go out to the park.), "Don't talk at me!" (to). 

"Ty můžeš kočičku." (umíš - the English verb 'can' has two different equivalents in 

Czech, one meaning the ability and the other representing permission, Jennifer used 

the latter; You can draw a cat.) or "Can I have the foots?" (asking for a chicken leg 

during a dinner, also, she uses's' for regular plural, not knowing that 'feet* is needed) 

are examples of semantic interference, which is the most frequently occuring type of 

interference in Jennifer's speech. "I'm go there." (going) or "Teto, Adélka bouch měl" 

(mě bouchla; Aunt, Adélka hit me!) would be an example of syntactic interference. 

In the second sentence Jennifer uses the object after the verb, as it would be said in 

English. Also, she uses the verb form incorrectly, as past tense forms are ususally 

mastered later during language development. She uses English constructions in 

Czech sentences, such as in "Já jsem tři a Adélka je pět." (I am three and Adélka is 

five.) or when answering the question "What does it (a spider) do?", she adds's' to 
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the verb 'do' as it is added to most English verbs in third person singular - "It dos 

/du:z/„.it jumps on you!" 

Code-switching 
Jennifer's reasons for code-switching are, above all, missing an equivalent 

and using the most available word (Grosjean 1982: 151) - "I wanna be a beruska\" 

(ladybug), "To není fast." (It is not), "I have a green bonbonek:." (candy), "This is 

teta's." (aunt's), "Teto, já chci ještě apple juice!" (I want some more apple juice, 

aunt!) or to clarify statements - "Já jsem ne daleko nahoře (What do you say?)...I am 

not all the way up there." 
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Conclusion 
Visiting the bilingual family for seven months and spending in average three 

hours a week with the whole family, with all the children or with each separately, 1 

had a great opportunity to observe the members in various life situations and find 

more about the pros and cons of their bilingual lives. The family was very open and 

willing to help me in my study. All the teachers were also willing to answer my 

questions, but I found that except Jirka's teacher who has bilingual children herself, 

none knew very much about the issues of bilingual upbringing. Therefore, I tried to 

cover all the aspects that are most important for future parents and teachers of 

bilingual children, that is, their language development, school achievement and 

biculturalism. 

Language development in bilingual children is very similar to that of 

monolinguals'. However, for bilinguals it requires more time and effort and it is 

characterized by code-switching. These bilingual children code-switch mostly when 

they look for an equivalent in the second language. They avoid unknown words in 

the weaker language by switching to the stronger or more dominant. Bilingual 

children differ from monolinguals in their metalinguistic awareness. They know that 

they are learning their two languages. I found out that bilingual children around 

Jennifer's age (three) start to distinguish the two linguistic systems and become 

aware of the existence of their bilingualism. 

The studied bilingual children are already able to choose the language to be 

used according to the person they talk to. By the age of five they promptly decide 

according to the situation and topic of the conversation. With their monolingual 

mother they always speak her language, whereas with their bilingual father they 

often decide according to the topic or situation or simply according to what seems 

easier or more natural to them. School matters are without exception in Czech. Such 

factors as age, sex or status (of the interlocutor) were not observed to determine these 

children's language choice yet. 

Acquiring their two languages simultaneously, the children have to go 

through a period of the languages being influenced one by the other to such extent 

that they make mistakes in both. These mistakes are typically wrong declensions, 
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inability to distinguish gender or hard and soft syllables in Czech and misapplication 

of grammatical rules in English. Also, syntactic and semantic interference occur in 

all the children, except Jirka, who is nine and whose command of both languages is 

more advanced. However, I found no instance of phonological interference - all the 

children have excellent pronunciation in both languages and do not tend to mix the 

pronunciation either for fun. 

The conditions and environment in which the three girls grew up are different 

from Jirka's experience - he lived in the United States longer than any of the girls, 

thus he has more problems with Czech. The girls' acquisition of the two languages is 

more balanced and therefore easier. 

I found out that Jirka's problems with reading and writing do resemble 

problems of dyslexic children, however, it was proven by educational-psychological 

tests that he is not dyslexic. This is a very important point that should be introduced 

to teachers, so that they would not be hasty about classifying children only according 

to their outward impression. 

The data I gained during my study show that children who grow up in a 

bilingual environment and therefore become bilingual themselves face various 

problems at school, which are not at all taken into consideration. The children I 

observed can speak both languages very well, but in Czech, the more difficult 

language, they make more mistakes than their peers due to the double demand on 

their linguistic acquisition. As Czech is the language of school, their bilingual 

development mirrors also in their achievement. I found out that family bilingualism 

is not a very well known issue. Strikingly, it is the teachers that do not know and, 

unfortunately, maybe do not care enough. 

The children grow up in two cultures that sometimes cause conflicts in their 

attitudes. The Czech and American styles of upbringing differ in the emphasis put on 

school matters, especially. When the bilingual child behaves according to the norms 

of one culture in the environment of the other, it is not unusual that such behaviour is 

then misunderstood and sometimes even punished. Jirka's natural presentation was 

often misinterpreted as misbehaviour by his first teacher. To avoid this kind of 
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misunderstanding and the bilingual childrens' constant feelings of failure, future 

teachers should be taught about it while studying to become teachers. 

For successful bilingual upbringing it is necessary that the child is provided 

with more or less balanced linguistic input in both Czech and English. In this family 

it is the mother who speaks only English, the father who supports the English input 

in most conversations and the nanny who is a Czech monolingual. Czech is the 

language of school for the three older children, therefore, the Czech input is 

sufficient. Also, English movies and songs are played to the children to support their 

English. The family visits the United States approximately every two years. 

Mere listening to two languages does not guarantee successful command of 

either. Children exposed to two different languages since early childhood can be 

successful in the acquisition only under certain conditions - it is the family 

background and support together with positive attitudes of the school. Their 

successful acquisition is influenced by age and personality, environment and style of 

upbringing. It is reasonable for the parents to choose a strategy and stick to it during 

the upbringing to prevent the children from a 'language confusion'. 

Because the study of bilingualism is very broad, I suggest that further study 

should be done on this topic, especially of children who grow up in bilingual 

environment, but whose mother tongue is not the language of the outside 

environment, that is of children of immigrant parents. 

As one Czech proverb says - the more languages people know, the more 

human they become. Being able to communicate with people from all kinds of 

countries of the world is amazing, because it is not only the speaking a certain 

language, but also discovering the specifics of the culture that a language uncovers. 

Therefore, it is not only multilingual education that should be encouraged at our 

schools, but also its multicultural aspects. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1: First interview with the parents (Martin and Sue) 
Where do you live now? 

S: We live here (in the Czech Republic) for the last four years, before that we were 

married in 1991 and we lived in America at several places until we moved here in 

2002, after Adelie's first birthday, so she's five. 

How many children do you have? 

S: Four. Jirka's nine, Elie's seven, Adelie's five and Jennifer three. 

Do they go to schools? 

S: Yes, Jirka is in the fourth grade at škola - regular Czech school, Elie just started 

her first year and she's prvňačka - same school as Jirka. Adelie is in her first year of 

školka, which is just around the corner and Jennifer stays at home for one more year, 

although she could go to school, but we have a babysitter who comes during the 

week. 

Why did you decide to send your children to Czech schools? 

M: Money, probably. If we had one, we could do it, but we have four. 

If you could choose, would you send them to an English school? 

M: I think so, not because of the language, but because of the education and culture. 

S: I am working in a Czech public school and it's an average Czech school. Jirka has 

been in a Czech školka and now in the primary school and the system is changing -

new reforms starting this year, Jirka's school is making a lot of changing, the last 

three years they're very progressive, but there are old teachers in every school. Jirka 

had one for the first three years and it was very difficult for him and for us, because 

he's Czech, but he's also American, his first language, I'd say, is English, but there is 

no exception or allowance that he'd be speaking Czech as a second language. And so 

now he really dislikes Czech, he's very slow in reading, it was a difficult atmosphere, 

because it was fear, strict...all the children must be the same, which isn't possible -

they learn differently, they come from different places, so it was difficult three years. 
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Now he has a new teacher, but we'll see, probably he could have worked better in a 

different atmosphere, where he'd be more accepted. But he'll be ok, he has got a great 

father who grew up in the system. But the other thing is the language - we want them 

to speak Czech. 

Do you (to the father) speak Czech at home? 

M: Sometimes. We use English only when we speak together and if the kids are here, 

it's all in English. When I talk to them about homework or something or outside, then 

it's Czech....so we do both. 

Do the children answer in Czech then? 

M: It depends, really, sometimes. There was a time when there was a preference "Oh, 

I will speak this..." or "I don't want to speak this...", like in America nobody would 

speak Czech. 

S: Yes, actually, Jennifer, our youngest - our babysitter's Czech and doesn't speak 

any English and Jennifer was quite good. Equally, probably a little bit less in Czech, 

but speaking both languages. We were in the States then for three months and now 

we're back and she doesn't speak any Czech, it's in there, maybe, but she has 

forgotten. 

M: I don't think she's forgotten anything, but it's something else - transition... 

S: Yeah, transition, because we were in the States for a long time and it's interesting 

they didn't want to speak Czech, like people would come and ask: "Say something in 

Czech" and they're like: "No." 

M: I wanted to say that it's not that as much anymore, it's whatever is more usable, so 

sometimes they say something and then they realize they don't know how to say it or 

they realize it's not their part of life that is in English, so let's do it in Czech, because 
the words come easier. 

S: That I don't understand (smiling). Jirka and Elie speak Czech much better than I 

do, so sometimes they want to include me, so they'd speak English or sometimes they 

want to talk just to dad, so it'll probably be like that for a couple more years until I 

understand more. 
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Maybe you could motivate them by asking for help with Czech...? 

S: Adelie, who's probably the same level as me (but she's in školka now, so she'll be 

much faster), she's telling me in the States: "Mom, I'll teach you Czech, cause you 

don't know it." 

Appendix 2: Interview with 'teta' Danka, Jennifer's nanny 
Jak dlouho tady pracujete a kolik času s Jennifer trávíte? 

Uz to bude v lednu dva roky a jsme spolu vlastně každý den, od rána do večera a 

někdy to bývá i o víkendu. Odpoledne, když přijdou ostatní děti domů, tak se snažím 

vymyslet nějaký program pro ně pro všechny. A Janinka musí být u všeho, ona je 

nesmírně nadaná a je taková nebojácná. Tím, že jsou tu čtyři děti a ona je ta čtvrtá, 

tak ona se strašně rychle učí - pochopitelně i to, co by nemusela - co udělají ty starší 

děti, tak to ona chce taky, ale je na to třeba ještě moc malá. Je ale opravdu strašně 

šikovná, když teď v létě byli na tři měsíce v Americe, tak neměla žádný problém s 

angličtinou a teď se vlastně učí svojí druhou rodnou řeč a jde jí to rychle. 

Jakým jazykem spolu mluvíte? 

Mluvíme spolu výhradně česky. Když mi říká něco, čemu opravdu nerozumím, tak se 

snažíme k tomu dojít - buď jí řeknu: „Ukaž mi to, prosím" nebo mi pomůžou děti, 

jako tuhle, když po mně chtěla kočárek a to jsem opravdu nevěděla, on byl na 

balkoně, ale kdyby byl někde tady, tak mi ho může ukázat. Ale ona je trpělivá... 

Stane se, že by Jennifer nerozuměla, co jí říkáte? 

Nestává se to často, ale já se za tu dobu, co tu jsem, dokážu k tomu dobrat tak, že jí 

to předvedu, nebo ukážu. Tuhle nevěděla, co to je kopnout do míče, tak jsem jí to 

předvedla. Adélka, když mi nerozuměla, tak se vztekala, ale Janinka má větší 

trpělivost. 

Stane se, že by na Vás Jennifer začala mluvit anglicky a stála by si za tím? 

Ne, ona ví, že já neumím anglicky, takže se na mě obrací v češtině a anglicky jen 

když něco neví česky a zkouší, jestli tomu rozumím. 

Řekne v takové situaci pouze to jedno slovo v angličtině nebo celou větu? 
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Celou včtu, když chtěla podat ten kočárek, tak mi celou větou říkala, abych jí podala 

kočárek nebo se ptala, kde je ten kočárek. I holčičky, když nevědí, tak Elinka ta už 

hledá nějaký ekvivalent a Adélka spíš poprosí maminku, aby mi řekla, co chce. 

Janinka někdy řekne to jedno slovíčko, které nezná česky v angličtině, i když třeba 

začala už mluvit česky, ale den ode dne vidím neskutečné pokroky, (pozn.: V tuto 

chvíli přichází Jennifer, která je přítomna celému rozhovoru a říká: "Danko, miminko 

musí tady spinkat. A musí blanket. To není blanket.", používá anglické slovo blanket, 

protože nezná český ekvivalent.) 

Já si uvědomuju, že my máme takovou košatější řeč, takže já jí jednou řeknu, aby 

donesla deku a podruhé, aby donesla přikrývku, tak by v tom mohla mít chaos, co že 

to vlastně je. Teď jsem si uvědomila, že já jí neustále říkám blanket, ale už bych jí to 

mohla říkat česky, jako třeba pillow, to už zná. Já třeba ukážu na strom a řeknu: 

„Hele, to je strom, jak je to English?" A ona mi to řekne a při tom si zapamatuje, jak 

se to řekne česky a příště už to ví, samozřejmě se stane, že si nevzpomene a zamyslí 

se, když je těch nových věcí příliš. 

Neumí pochopitelně skloňovat, ale to je, myslím, přirozený. Děti, které mají jeden 

mateřský jazyk, s tím nemají takový problém. Já to srovnávám s Adélkou, která, než 

nastoupila do školky, říkala taky, že třeba „Doma je tatínku a maminku", ale ona 

chodí dva měsíce do školky a už je to lepší, už pěkně skloňuje. Má radost, když se 

naučí nové slovo, nedávno se naučila, co je duha a řekla: „Jé, znám nový slovo!" 

Některý věci se mi zdá, že...já nevím, čím to je, že ty český dčti jsou takový jako 

hodně popředu. Adélka přišla do školky a je tam nčjaká holčička, se kterou se Adélka 

kamarádí a kterou má ráda, ona je asi o rok a půl mladší než Adélka a je taková 

vyspělejší a je....zná slova, který jsem si myslela, že jsou na to ještě malý. 

Appendix 3: Examples of the nanny's teaching Czech: 
I: Investigator 

N: Nanny 

J: Jennifer 

1) Jennifer's nanny practices vocabulary without correcting the wrong forms, not to 

frustrate the girl she corrects her indirectly by repeating the right words. 
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N: Co je tohle Janinko? (pointing at her eyes) 

J: Očičky. 

N: Ano, očička. A tohle? 

J: Nosík. 

N: A tohle je co? 

J: Pusinku. 

N: Co je tohle? 

J: Ručičky. 

2) The nanny always elaborates on the new item that is being learned, adding 
synonyms or antonyms. 

I: Do you have more horses? 

J: No, I have a horse. 

I: Just one? 

J: Yeah. A sparkling horse. 

I: What's horse in Czech? 

J: Ho..orse. 

I: Horse? 

J: Yeah. 

N: Jak se řekne horse česky? Ko.... 

J: Koník! 

N: Správně, ty jsi šikovná holčička. Když je takhle malinkej. tak je to koníček, 
velikej je kůň a když je jich hodně, tak jsou to koně. 

Appendix 4: Interview with Jirka's teacher 
Jak dlouho už učíte Jirku? 

Od čtvrté třídy, takže od začátku tohoto školního roku. Ale, vlastně od první třídy, 

protože jsem jeho třídu měla na etiku, takže vím, jaký byl úplně na začátku. Je tam 
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víc problémů, které nepochází z bilingvní výchovy, protože je hodně dětí, které jsou 

bilingvní od raného věku a nemají takové problémy jako Jirka. 

Takže Vy už máte nějaké zkušenosti s učením bilingvních dětí...? 

V každé třídě je minimálně jedno bilingvní dítě, ale jejich druhý jazyk je většinou 

podobnější češtině, jako slovenština, polština nebo chorvatština. 

Obecně řečeno, jaké problémy bilingvních dětí musíte řešit? 

Myslím, že není možné zobecňovat. Já sama mám dvě bilingvní děti a ony jsou obě 

úplně jiné ta starší nemá žádné problémy, začala mluvit oběma jazyky, když jí byl 

jeden rok a ta mladší mluvila jen italsky, ačkoli měla přístup k oběma jazykům 

stejný. Česky rozumí perfektně, ale ještě dnes, i když už jsme tady od jejích čtyř let, 

to už je tedy sedm let, její slovní zásoba v češtině je omezená a pořád jsou slova, 

kterým nerozumí. 

V češtině mají bilingvní děti problém s rozlišováním vzorů podstatných jmen -

necítí, co to je rod podstatných jmen, jestli je to ženský nebo mužský rod, nepoznají, 

které podstatné jméno je životné a které neživotné a tady pak začínají velké 

problémy. 

U této rodiny je hlavní jejich přístup k výchově. Je to ten americký způsob, kdy děti 

nejsou vedeny k disciplíně - já neříkám, že to je špatný způsob, ale pak je pro takové 

dítě těžké dodržovat určitá pravidla, která jsou pro naši společnost normou. 

Jaké specifické problémy má Jirka ve škole? 

Nezvládá rozlišovat tvrdé a měkké slabiky, nemá tzv. smysl pro jazyk, skloňuje a 

časuje úplně převráceně. Jeho pracovní tempo není zrovna nejrychlejší - on napíše 

dvě věty, zatímco ostatní děti za tu dobu napíší celé cvičení. Jirka nic nedokončí, 

nevadí mu to a tím, že se nesoustředí, tak by potřeboval někoho, kdo by vedle něj 

seděl a říkal mu, aby pracoval. Ale já bych neřekla, že mu čeština nejde, on zná 

pravidla, ale neumí je použít, což je spíš věc cviku než talentu. Jeho slovní zásoba je 

omezená, má problémy se čtením, protože nečte a proto má pak i problém se 

slohovým cvičením, které u něj nemá žádnou formu. Samozřejmě, čtvrťáci nepíší 

výborné slohy, ale vědí, že text se skládá z vět. Jirka začne psát na začátku stránky a 

pokračuje až na konec strany jednou větou, píše cokoli, co ho napadne, používá 
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hovorové výrazy, jako „Tak jo,..", prokládá text obrázky, což je pěkné, ale pro jiné 

příležitosti. 

Čtení ho tak unavuje, že se nesoustředí na obsah, úroveň jeho čtení je někde na 

začátku třetí třídy. Technicky text zvládne přečíst, ale neví, o čem čte a není schopen 

reprodukovat, co čte. Proto má problémy i v matematice, když čte zadání příkladů, 

protože nerozumí obsahu a pak si nemůže udělat poznámky. 

Které z těchto problémů mohou být způsobeny bilingvismem? 

Myslím, že to je těžké říci, který problém je způsoben bilingvismem, stylem výchovy 

nebo nedostatkem slovní zásoby. Někdy mi řekne „Teto!" 

V čem Jirka vyniká? 

Je velmi sportovně nadaný a vždycky se hrne do všech aktivit. 

Jak se Jirka projevuje ve třídě? 

Tahle třída je extrémně špatná s mnoha problematickými dětmi. Poslední tři roky 

měli učitelku, která byla strašně přísná, formální a pedantská. Proto ta třída nemá 

žádnou autoregulaci a začne pracovat, až když zvýším hlas. Bohužel, Jirka používá 

hodně sprostá slova, nerozlišuje, před kým může takhle mluvit a před kým ne. 

Ostatní děti vědí, že si mohou dovolit mluvit sprostě, když tam nejsem, protože je 

nemá kdo potrestat, ale Jirka, on se nekontroluje v tom, co může říci komu a co zas 

ne. 

Jak ho berou děti ve třídě? 

Myslím, že dobře, dělali jsme sociometrický test a myslím, že není nijak vylučovaný 

z kolektivu. 

(pozn.: Jirka je na většině testových obrázků zobrazen jako kamarád nebo ten, co 

pomáhá, dvakrát jako třídní „bavič") 

Jak je na tom Jirka v hodinách angličtiny, jak se chová? 

Angličtinu má druhým rokem a letos z ní dostane dvojku, ale ten důvod není, že by 

neuměl anglicky, ale je to v nespolupráci. On mluví anglicky perfektně, ale neumí 

psát a nerozumí tomu systému, i když umí říct cokoli. Ve třídě funguje jako asistent 
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paní učitelky, ale jeho rodiče se domluvili s paní učitelkou, že Jirkovi zajistí nějaké 

speciální učebnice, aby se mohl angličtinu učit sám, tak jak potřebuje. 

Stalo se někdy, že by Jirka před Vámi během vyučování řekl něco anglicky nebo 

že by hledal ta správná česká slova? 

No, ani snad ne. Tyká mi. Říká mi „paní učitelko" nebo „vy", ale když se něco děje 

a on chce něco rychle říct, tak mi tyká, stane se třeba, že řekne: „Dáš mi to?" 

Jaké jsou, podle Vás, výhody bilingvní výchovy? 

Je to skvělá investice do budoucna a bilingvní dítě ve třídě je, jako každý cizí 

element, obohacující, protože v naší zemi je pořád víc a víc jazyků než dřív a naše 

společnost se změnila a musí tyto změny přijímat. 

Appendix 5: interview with the mother (Sue) 

Was there anyone else speaking Czech to him when you were in the States? 

No, all Martin's family is here, so no, there was not anyone else. 

Did Jirka visit the Czech Republic before you moved here? 

Yes, he visited it many times — altogether it would be something about six months he 

spent here. 

And the girls? 

Elie was here maybe twice and Adelie was here once before we moved here when 

she was one. She was just starting to speak. 

By the time Elie was born, Jirka was two and a half and that was when Martin started 

to mix English and Czech, by the time she started speaking at one, Martin was 

speaking both languages to them and we were getting ready to move here. In the first 

year that we moved here, Martin began to speak more English than Czech to them, so 

at home we had more of an English environment. And now he speaks mostly English 

with them. But they go back and forth. It usually depends on what they talk about. 

Did Martin do it on purpose? 

No, it was the way that came naturally. At home he would speak mostly Czech to 

them but then, when we would have people over or we would be at someone's house, 
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then he would just stay in English. The children didn't really want to switch back to 

Czech when they were in a big English environment, but at home, it seemed line for 

them to speak Czech. Here, of course, they would speak Czech more. 

Were you thinking of changing the school, while Jirka had the first teacher, the 
very strict one? 

The teacher did not know anything about infant bilingualism, and yes, we were 

always thinking of changing it, because of all the problems. But he has a new teacher 

this year and she is great, she has two bilingual children herself and so she has more 

experience with it than any other teacher. She understands and he feels it, he feels 

accepted and encouraged. She is strict but there is a completely different atmosphere. 

Hie teacher asked us to have Jirka tested, so we had him tested and he has no 

learning problems, he has a high energy level and he would not be diagnosed with 

the ADHD (Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder). He is reading slowly, but he 

has no learning disabilities, but his level of energy is definitely higher than like 

normal on the scale. And I think that if he wasn't playing hockey four times a week, 

then he would have more imbalance physically. He would not have a way to express 

his energy. 

How much do you correct your children? 

It is a good question, because we found that it is difficult, because it is very easy to 

cross over a line and to put too much on. There is always a lot to correct, so it's a 

challenge as a parent or as a teacher to try to find - especially with Jirka - how not to 

go over the line, because then he feels discouraged, he feels shame and he wants to 

give up, it demotivates him. So we do it naturally, if Jennifer says something that is 

not correct, then I would just answer her in the correct way, not telling her "Oh, you 

know, that's wrong" or I would repeat it in the correct way. In the first three years of 

school for Jirka, there was a constant correction and you could see him coming home 

with the weight of this and just hating reading, hating Czech - I understand it, in the 

atmosphere of "I can never do it, I am stupid"...now it's different it's starting to turn 

positive for him, but it takes quite a lot of time to get out of the three years of such 

atmosphere. But I am very happy that we kept him in it and that we pushed through 

this and tried to balance the negative atmosphere as much as we could, because 
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coming through this, not taking him out to a more positive environment in school 

will benefit him, he will learn and get his confidence back and I think it will end up 

being something very good for him having this experience. 

How much English could Martin speak when he first came to the States? 

Pretty well, he studied English at high school here and then at the university, where 

he was studying double major - English and P.E., so his English was very good and 

of course, his knowledge of English grammar better than most Americans'. 

And your Czech? Did you start learning when you were in the States? 

Yes, but just a little bit. We would come to Prague every eighteen months or so and I 

would learn a few words or phrases. But when we moved here I did an intensive 

course at the Charles University during summer and then I had some tutors. But I 

didn't do much more intensive studying then. 

How much did you know about bilingual upbringing before you decided to 

bring your children bilingually? 

Not much, we read some articles, but we never consciously said "Ok, this is our plan, 

this is the way we're going to do it." We just let it happen, which I am not sure that 

we would do any differently, we're not the kind that research things too much and 

sometimes we make mistakes because of that. And maybe, for example with Jirka, if 

we had read more - we always knew we wanted to live in Czech and that the kids 

would go to Czech schools like their father did - we would have been more 

purposeful with Martin staying with Czech until Jirka was ready for school, it might 

have helped him more with his transition to a Czech school. 

Appendix 6: A short questionnaire answered by the father 
(Martin) 

What was your parents' or friends' reaction to your decision to raise your 

children bilingually? Were there any negative attitudes of other people you had 

to face? 

Not much of a reaction from either parents or friends. Both groups took this as a 

natural thing since each of us has a different mother tongue. I think the opposite may 

be true, though. People in Czech would frown if we had chosen to let our kids be 
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mostly English speaking (e.g. attend an English speaking school here in Czech) and 

relatives from America would certainly be very unhappy if their kids were not fluent 

in English. The only negative thing concerning our kids being bilingual is the 

difficulties Jirka experienced and is still experiencing at school. He spoke only 

English till he was five, then had one year of Czech pre-school and on to first grade. 

There were no allowances made for his particular language need and now after 4 

years he is still somewhat behind in reading and he does not exactly love school. 

How do you see your children's biculturalism? How does it influence them? Do 

they prefer one culture over the other? In what aspects? 

Good question! Kids want to belong, so they try to be the same or similar to their 

peers. Since we live in the Czech Republic our kids want to be like their Czech 

friends. When we are visiting the US they want to be like their other American 

friends. But surely they also sense or know that they are different in some ways. 

Things are more complicated for them in this regard. Kids like ours are referred to as 

"third culture kids" who had the chance to experience two cultures intimately and yet 

feel they don't fully belong to either one. I think this realization will hit them later as 

they are growing up and finding their own place in the world. I am pretty sure when 

they will be glad to have had the experience, but it may be a challenge. 

What situations in your family or in the children's outside home environment 

are in English and which are in Czech? 

At home we speak English with the exception of school-related things or things that 

refer to Czech events activities etc. The older kids (Jirka, Elie, Adelie) speak Czech 

or English to one another depending on the subject of discussion. If it is about 

school, for example, they will use Czech because it is easier to refer to things they 

are talking about, use expressions they learned at school etc. All their school and 

after school activities are in Czech with the exception of Jirka's baseball that is in 

English. We tend to have a lot of visitors and friends who speak only English so in 

meeting them our kids use their English too. 

When talking to monolinguals, do your children ever use the inappropriate 

language that this monolingual does not understand on purpose? Why? In what 

situations? 
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I am not aware of this happening. 

Looking at each child, which language is more dominant than the other? In 

what aspects? (vocabulary, grammar) 

For Jirka Czech is more dominant because he has had four years of Czech grammar 

at school and no similar formal education in English. He can read English well but 

his spelling is poor. His vocabulary is about the same in both languages. 

Elie is at about the same level in speaking English and Czech. Her reading in Czech 

is better than in English, but not much which is interesting since she had no formal 

instruction in reading English. 

Adelie is more proficient in English speaking, but is catching up in Czech very 

quickly too. 

Jennifer speaks better English but is also learning Czech very well. Both her and 

Adelie's weakest point in Czech is vocabulary. Many of the things kids learn from 

parents or from TV etc. In Czech our kids learn first in English and only later in 

interacting with friends learn the same in Czech. One example for many: Jirka was 

at some camp and they had Olympic games there. One of the disciplines was 

recognizing cartoon characters from Večerníček. Jirka scored no points because at 

that time he was in Czech for maybe a year and he had never watched any TV here. 

The person giving the test was amazed Jirka did not know the answers. I wonder 

what Jirka was thinking. 

Appendix 7: Interview with Adélka's teacher 
Jak dlouho už Adélku učíte? 

Od září, takže je ve školce první rok. 

Měla jste někdy ve třídě dítě, které by pocházelo z dvojjazyčné rodiny? 

Byla tu i Elinka, její sestra, vedle ve třídě máme chlapečka - tatínek je Francouz a 

maminka Češka a vloni ta maminka byla zase Ruska. 

Když jste se připravovala na svou profesi, dostalo se Vám nějakých informací 

ohledně dvojjazyčnosti u dětí? 

To ne. nikdy. 
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Jak se Adélka projevuje ve školce? 

Adélka je hrozně tichá, samotářská, neprůbojná, když na veřejnosti má, tak 

nepromluví. Jenom individuálně nebo mezi dětma, ale když mluvíme třeba před 

všema dětma, tak nepromluví. 

A s Vámi - mluví česky? A dětmi? 

Se mnou i s dětma mluví česky. 

Stane se někdy, že by Adélka řekla něco anglicky, když mluví s Vámi nebo s 

dětmi? 

Andulka, tím, jak je tak tichá, tak toho moc člověk nepostřehne, protože se mnou ona 

ví, takže mluví česky, i s těma dětma, takže já bych neřekla, že používá anglický 

slova...to by na ní nikdo nepoznal, že vyrůstá v dvojjazyčný rodině. 

Pozorujete u Adélky nějaké problémy? 

To ne, akorát, že je extrémně citlivá, proto dostala i odklad školní docházky, ona 

půjde o rok později, protože by to nezvládla po tý citový a sociální stránce. 

Co Adélce jde? V čem vyniká? 

Kreslí, nádherně kreslí. A pořád, je to šikulka - takový ty různý manuální úkoly. 

Myslíte si, že je znát, že je vychovávána dvěma jazyky, že se u ní „mísí" dvě 

kultury? 

To bych neřekla, že by to bylo nějak evidentně znát. 

Když si vzpomenete na Elinku, v čem byla její docházka do Vaší školky jiná? 

Elinka, protože žila hodně v Americe a pak přišla sem, tak strašně špatně mluvila 

česky na začátku. Elinka teda s tím měla problémy, ale Adélka ne, mluví dobře, i 

nemá problém s V a 'ř', jako jiný děti tady, opravdu mluví hezky. 

A stávalo se tedy Elince, že by říklala něco v angličtině? 

Elinka jo, ta ji občas používala a možná i kvůli holkám, ona jim to tak i schválně 

říkala „Takhle je to anglicky", tak ta to ještě 'prodala', tu znalost její... 
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Appendix 8: Interview with Elinka's teacher 
Jak dlouho už učíte Elinku? 

Tak u Elinky, kdybych ji měla hodnotit ještě bez vašich otázek, tak nastoupila do 

školy s odstupem, zdrželi se trochu v zahraničí, byli myslím trochu dýl u starých 

rodičů (pozn.: paní učitelka pochází ze Slovenska, proto říká „u starých rodičů" 

místo „u prarodičů") v Americe a měla jsem z toho docela obavy, z toho pozdního 

nástupu do první třídy z toho důvodu, že jsem si říkala: „No, nebude ani pořádně 

rozumět česky, přijde pozdě." My už jsme se do jisté míry sžili, tady kolektiv se sžil. 

Ale skutečně jsem byla mile překvapená, rodiče jsou velmi vstřícní, oba dva. i když 

teda paní je Angličanka (pozn.: maminka je Američanka) a mají dost dětí...takže 

rodiče oba vstřícní, ochotní a mají takový jako zvláštní postoj k životu, je vidět, že 

nebyli pořád tady, že ten postoj k určitým věcem je trošku odlišný od jiných, ale tím, 

že jsou takoví zlatí, tak všechno se to srovnává. A Elinka samotná má to štěstí, že má 

dáno shůry, jak se říká, inteligenčně je na tom dobře, paměť má dobrou a tím pádem 

vlastně okamžitě začala vstřebávat všechno, co jsme se učili a začala normálně s 

dětma pěkně číst a tím, že s ní doma asi hodně pracují...je dost samostatná, to 

většinou je znakem dětí, které jsou z větší rodiny, kde je těch dětí víc, takže ona se 

snaží, je ctižádostivá. 

Kdy tedy Elinka vlastně nastoupila na začátku do školy? 

To bylo téměř po měsíci, ale zřejmě s ní něco dělali i před tím, takže začala číst 

hezky, nepatří k těm nej nej - nejlepším žákům ve třídě, možná tam trošičku vadí, že 

zapomíná, určité věci si nenosí, ale to jen teď chvíli, ale ona to zase hned všechno 

srovná tou svou osobností, protože je hrozně přátelská, tady v kolektivu ji mají děti 

hrozně rády a ona je taková dobrosrdečná holčička, že prostě se podělí o všechno, 

třeba jí donesou něco a ona to rozdá všem, myslím, že to je v rodině takhle dáno, má 

takové pěkné vlastnosti charakterové, takže se to nějak takhle srovnává, když nemá 

třeba pero, tak jí děti půjčí, hned i tři děti hlásí, že jí dají, tak takové hezké vztahy tu 

jsou. No, a zvládá učivo, zatím patří k lepším žákům ve třídě. Je to taková citlivá 

holčička, iracionálně založená, i srdíčko má na místě - dobrá výchova z domova. 

Máte vy osobně zkušenosti s učením bilingvních dětí? 
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Jistě, myslím si, že jsou problémy, že tyhle děti zažívají docela velký stres ve škole a 

některé, které jsou na tom tak jako Elinka, tak je to fajn, protože to dokážou svou 

osobností obsáhnout všechno, prostě zvládnout to, ale jsou děti, které jsou průměrné 

nebo zaostalejší a tam je to potom špatné, protože vlastně ten učitel nemá v současné 

době až takový prostor k tomu, aby mohl do takové míry se individuálně věnovat a 

navíc ještě třeba naovládá ten jejich jazyk, takže ty děti by měly mít nějakou 

přípravku zvláštní, tak jako mají dospělí, tak děti tím víc. Tady se to zanedbává, oni 

je hodí vlastně jakoby do vody a plavte, jak umíte. 

Když jste se připravovala na svou profesi, dostalo se Vám vzdělání i v oblasti 

problematiky dvojjazyčnosti u dětí? 

Já už jsem před důchodem a v té době, kdy jsem studovala, tak kromě vietnamských 

lidí tady ani nebyli jiní a ti, vím, že, za socialismu měli perfektní předpřípravu na 

výuku tady, bylo to zajištěné od státu. Ale to byly starší děti, které končily základní 

vzdělání, v pubertálním věku...a šly sem na vyučení, ne na střední školy, na řemeslo 

nějaké...Jak jsem už říkala u Elinky, je to na osobnosti toho dítěte, pokud je ono to 

šťastné dítě, které má ty rozumové schopnosti a vlastnosti jako má Elinka, že si umí 

získat kamarády, umí se začlenit do kolektivu, má dobré zázemí, tak je svým 

způsobem v pohodě, i když třeba řeší nějaký drobný problém..., ale pokud je to dítě 

cizinců, buď zpoloviny nebo úplně a tyhle danosti nemá, že prostě nemá ten 

talent...tak tyhle děti mají problém, trošičku jsou odstrčené v kolektivu a ještě to 

znásobuje to, že jsou cizinci. Ta výchova těch ostatních dětí vázne v tomhle směru, 

protože jsou tu takové ještě přežitky a děti samotné pak mají problémy se začleněním 

do kolektivu a má to dopad na výuku, ta kolektivní práce tam vázne, je tam takový 

pocit nadřazenosti těch ostatních. 

Je na Elince poznat, že vyrůstá ve dvou kulturách? 

Je to poznat. Ale spíše na širším vzdělám a rozhledu. V jejím případě je to plus. 

Například v rámci výchov, tam to vydíte hodně, kde jde o určitý projev, buď 

výtvarný nebo hudební. Ona má perfektní přehled v českých písních jako má 

málokteré dítě, zná je všechny, dětské písně i takové lidové, chytá se a zná spoustu i 

těch anglických, takže, třeba když jsme měli tady ve třídě Superstar, když to běželo, 

tak vystupovaly (děti) tady a Elinka v angličtině vystupovala a dětem to překládala, 
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dělala takovou poloviční paní učitelku a protože dčti se zase zajímaly...nebo když 

kreslíme třeba ilustraci pohádek...jak jsme teď to divadlo chystali...četla jsem jim 

před tím takovou motivaci...a ona okamžitě, jak jsem jim ukazovala obrázky těch 

skřetů, tak ona říkala: „No, tohle je v Americe." (Ona) Je taková svižná a aktivní, 

hned má takovou touhu seznámit ty ostatní děti i s tím, co zná ona a co oni neznají. 

Takže ona se za své jazyky nestydí...? 

Naopak! Vypráví o svém dědečkovi, o své babičce z Ameriky a chlubí se, když jí 

něco pošlou nebo donesou a ona to dětem donese, podělí se s nimi. 

Když vezmeme jazykovou stránku — jak se projevuje v psaní či mluvě? Má v 

něčem problémy? 

Ne, žádná chyba, já sice sama nejsem Češka, ale ne, žádná chyba, žádný špatný ústní 

projev jsem nepostihla a písemný - píše pěkně, nemá problém. Akorát teď jsme 

začali takové problémové úlohy, složitější slova - že byly rozházené, tak jsem trochu 

postřehla, že má problémy se 's' a 'ď, tam nějak se jí plete, ale to nemusí být tím, že 

má maminku cizinku, asi jí to nějak nesedlo nebo doma nečetla den před tím. 

Na začátku, když přišla do školy, tak...? 

Tak byla taková trošku tichá a pozorovala - typický postoj, když je to dítě člověka, 

který má ten inteligenční kvocient někde nahoře, že prostě sleduje, je ticho a až pak 

začne mluvit, když si je jistý a ví, o čem mluví, takže ona prostě měla období - no, 

teď jenom odhadem - takové dobré dva týdny, že seděla, s dětmi komunikovala, to 

jo, děti jí braly docela, já jsem je na to psychicky připravovala, ale jakmile se 

rozkoukala, jakmile si otipovala, s kým by se asi chtěla kamarádit, ona si vybírala. 

Ona má svého 'Filípka'. Takže pak už se rozjela a čím dál tím víc je sebevědomá a 

svá. 

Stane se někdy, že řekne něco v angličtině nebo že nezná nějaké české slovo? 

Ne, vůbec. Nestalo se mi, ani zaklopýtnutí. Ona právě je hrozně aktivní a že se znova 

vracím k té hudební výchově...ptala jsem se, jakou jarní píseň znají, tak 'Čížečku, 

čížečku' a Elinka okamžitě jako první ji zazpívala. Ona má tady ve třídě intonačně 

hlásek nejlepší. No, nevím, jak to půjde dál, ale ona tady v první třídě nemá žádné 

problémy. Já jsem se tím - na začátku jo, ale už pak, když jsem viděla, že je skutečně 
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dobrá - tak jsem se tím nijak nezabývala, protože tady je takových problematických 

dětí, které jsou dys-, a tak. 

Appendix 9: Jirka's essay I. 
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Appendix 11: Jirka's essay III. 
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Appendix 11: Jirka's essay III. 
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Appendix 12: Elinka's letter 

Adélce 

/o/ 

Elinka 

Pozn.: Křestní jména v autentických textech dětí jsou vymazána a přepsána mými 

smyšlenými jmény, které jsem jednotlivým dětem přiřadila. 
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